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Our Libraries
Here To Stay
39c
59c
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In a unanimous decision on Monday, the Fulton County fiscal Court approved a county-wide library tax of 6c
per $100 assessed valuation, beginning
with the 1968 tax assessment.
The estimated $29,000 a year that
the tax will produce is regarded as
"adequate" to maintain the current
operations of the library program in
Fulton County, and will replace State
support which was granted for a 2year period that began in 1965.
"The petition met all of the requirements of the law," County Judge
Cruce told The News Wednesday. "It
had plenty of signatures, was accomplished in the required length of time,
and even after all of the signatures
were checked by the Purgation Board
and a few of them challenged, there
were still many more than the law required," Judge Cruce stated.
The petition needed approximately 1,127 names, and it received 1,407.
Thus concludes a successful campaign by members of the County Library boards and hundreds of library
patrons to keep in operation the library facilities that have been operating under a demonstration program by
the Kentucky Department of Libraries
for the past two years.
The updated program brought a
renovation of the Hickman library
building as well as some renovation
of the old Post Office building for use
as a library in Fulton; it enabled the
addition of 6000 new books, furniture,
records, pictures, projectors, microfilm; and the purchase and operation of
a bookmobile to circulate throughout
the County.
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High Ranking Officials Coming Here
To Discuss Friendship Center Location

Charles Flynn

Charles Flynn Is
New A&P Manager
Charles Flynn of Murray has
been named as new manager of the
A&P Store here, succeeding Robert
Warmath who was recently transferred to Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Flynn has been with A&P for
over twenty years. He served as meat
department manager and store manager of A&P in Murray.
His family expects to move to Fulton within the next six weeks. They
are members of the Methodist Church.
Mr. Flynn is a 32nd degree Mason
and a veteran of World War II.
He and his wife, Sue, have three
daughters and one son. Phyllis is a
junior at Lambuth College in Jackson,
Tenn., Barbara is now working in
Memphis, Aveta is 17, and Charles
Neal (Chuckie) is 13.

Next Week Is Vacation
Week At Siegel Plants

Kentucky's commissioners of highways and finance and a high official of
:he Kentucky Turnpike Authority will
fly into Fulton Friday morning for a
conference to determine the location
of the proposed Latin-American
Friendship Center.
Highway Commisisoner Mitchell
Tinder and Finance Commissioner
Felix Joyner will arrive at the Fulton
Airport at eleven a. m., take a tour of
the optional sites for the Friendship
Center's location and then meet with
local officials and members of the Latin-American Friendship board at a
luncheon at the Park Terrace.
The high level meeting is an outgrowth of studies being made by Ernst
and Ernst, a distinguished firm of consulting engineers, under a grant from
the Economic Development Agency in
Washington, to determine the feasibility of establishing a Latin-American
Friendship Center in Fulton.
Art Kober and George Collins,
representatives of Ernst and Ernst, after two visits here when they made exhaustive studies of the proposed center, (which, when established, will be
one of mid-America's most spetacular
cultural and tourist attractions) have
evinced great interest in two locations
adjacent to the route of the Jackson
Purchase Parkway.

The highway, finance and turnpike authority officials will discuss and
review the site of the Information and
Welcome Center along the Parkway as
it relates to the proposed Friendship
Center location.
Work is moving ahead rapidly on
the feasibility study, representatives
of Ernst and Ernst have advised the
Friendship Center Authority's board of
directors. Interest in the proposed Center is growing rapidly in high level
governmental circles and in areas of
Latin-American international circles.
When first conceived, the facility
was designed to be a building large
enough to house the expanding activities of the International Banana Festival. A proposal to establish exhibit
rooms for American and Latin-American arts and crafts that depict the coincidence of interests between the North
and South American hemispheres was
also proposed in the one-building concept of the long-hoped-for Center.
"But the Latin-American Friendship Center's function as a vital instrument for promoting international
friendship and understanding has gone
far beyond our fondest hopes," Mrs.
Paul Westpheling chairman of the
Latin-American Friendship Authority
said today.
"Our idea has captured the imagi-

Dr. 1341Iesteros, On Visit
Praises Kentucky Friends

nation and interest in some very important circles in Washington and
Latin-America to the extent that the
proposed center has now been designed as a tourist and cultural center of
the greatest magnitude.
"A Latin-American Friendship
Center 'complex covering 30 to. 40
acres, encompassing cultural plazas, an
arboretum, an auditorium with a seating capacity of 2000 to 2500 persons,
an administration building, a youth
center, vocational training schools for
area and Latin-American students, a
motel and restaurant, cultural buildings for American and Latin-American
arts and crafts and a concourse of flags
is now set out in an architect's conceptural drawing of the Center," she added.
The expanded facility is regarded
so highly in Washington that the Economic Development Agency agrees
that additional funds are necessary to
expand the study into the "complex"
proposal. A request has been made by
the local Authority for an additional
$9000 to expand the study and to redesign the earlier architect's drawing.
All members of the Latin-American Friendship Center's board of directors are urgently requested to set
aside Friday for any necessary discussions with the visiting officials.

Paris, Tenn. Lands
$5 Million Industry

Jim Walter Corp., nationally
known
manufacturer of building supAround 800 employees of the
"I have heard of the wonderful this is the first time that Dr. Balles- plies and prefabricated homes, anHenry I. Siegel plants in Fulton and friendliness and beauty
of your coun- teros has been in Kentucky. He has a nounced this week it will erect a $5
I suppose you can tell by this issue South Fulton will
go on annual vaca- try," Dr. Gallo Ballesteros of Quito, brother, also a physician, who lives
in million
of the News that I was in Louisville tion
hardboard
manufacturing
next week, and the plants will Ecuador told Governor Edward T. Freeport, Illinois and
with whom he plant near Paris, Tenn. The facility is
and Frankfort this week to join Dr. close
down for the week.
Breathitt in Frankfort on Tuesday, visited while on this American tour.
Gallo Ballesteros and other State Descheduled for completion in 1969, to
The figure includes approximate- "but now that I have witnessed it, I
partment officials in meetings connectDr. Ballesteros, accompanied by employ 150-200 workers.
ed with the Kentucky Partners of the ly 240 at the Kentucky plant and 580 can only say that the compliments Wade Fleetwood of the State DepartThe announcement, released by
Alliance and their participation in this at the South Fulton plant. The South were largely understated."
ment in Washington and Urb Wittig, Gov. Buford Ellington at a news conyear's Banana Festival. Dr. Ballesteros Fulton plant is currently operating
Dr. Ballesteros, whose family has executive secretary of the National As- ference, said the 150,000 - square foot
wanted more than anything to come to two shifts in its pressing department, visited in Fulton twice to attend the sociation for the Partners of the Alli- facility will be built on a 100-acre site
Fulton for even a short visit, but the while all other operations at both International Banana Festival, was in ance, also from Washington, visited east of Paris near Tenn. 79.
State Department has him scheduled plants are operating one shift only.
the United States on an extended visit with Governor Breathitt in Frankfort
The announcement said the hardManager Phil Matrone told The at the invitation of the National Asso- on Tuesday. Given a
for so many high level meetings that
short tour of the board plant at Paris will be operated
News
Wednesday
that
"the
company ciation of the Partners of the Alliance. floral clock, the Capitol and other by Celotex
he just couldn't get away, even as
Corp., a Jim Walter Corp.
has had a successful spring season, and Dr. Ballesteros has
much as he wanted to.
recently been elect- points of interest in Frankfort, Dr. Bal- subsidiary, and will manufacture a full
looks
forward
to a good season during ed as national Chairman of the Ecua- lesteros commented:
We worked on some plans to see
line of hardboard products, including
if Dr. Ballesteros can come to the Fes- the fall and winter," which would indi- dorean Partners of the Alliance. Ecuaexterior and interior siding. Jim Wal"It
is
no
wonder
so
many
people
cate
that
employment will remain at dor is associated with Kentucky and
tival as Ecuador's official representater
Corp. has headquarters in Tampa,
in
my
country
want
to
come
to
Kenits present high level.
tive of the Partners of the Alliance.
Idaho in private projects of self-help tucky and to the International Banana Fla.
for the impoverished people in that Festival. Here is where friendship is a
JONES,BUFtNETTE NAMED
As you will notice also in this isSouth American country.
way of life."
Barkley Jones, principal of Maysue some very important officials are
The genial, soft-spoken, distinguishDr. Ballesteros flew to Washingcoming to the city Friday to discuss the field High School, was installed this ed doctor has been in America since ton with his official escort for
consultaweek
as
President
of
the
Mayfield
Rolocation of the proposed Latin-AmeriJune 15 for conferences in Idaho and tions there and in New York. He will
tary Club. George Burnette was in- Kentucky on behalf of Partners of the
can Friendship Center.
return to his home within several days.
I always feel so good inside when stalled as secretary. Burnette is a for- Alliance projects. Meeting in Louis"Steve" Jones, a 1967 graduate of
While at the Louisville meeting
ville on Monday with officials of the
I see some real progress on that mag- mer Fultonian.
High School and the son of Dr.
Fulton
Dr. Ballesteros was advised that a
nificent Friendship Center, which will
Kentucky Partners group, Dr. Ballesand Mrs. J. L. Jones of Fulton, was
huge
shipment,
containing
deep
therCOMPLETES FIRST YEAR
cost upwards of $2,000,000.00
teros spoke highly of the tremendous
named fourth-place winner in the
Miss Jeanie Hinton, daughter of strides being made by the people of the apy x-ray machines, and other vital 1966-67 citizenship essay contest of
Sometimes I wonder why I work
hospital
equipment,
is
on
its way to
so hard on these volunteer projects. Mr. and Mrs. John V. Hinton of Ful- twin cities, through the International
Ecuador. Dr. Ballesteros is head of the Civitan International this week.
My wonderment phases into utter ton, Kentucky has completed the first Banana Festival, to create goodwill be..
For his essay on "Building Good
hospital in Quito.
hopelessness though when I learn that year of nursing training at Baptist tween the two hemispheres.
Citizenship" Steve will receive a $100
(Photo
On
Page
Eight)
some people are opposed to paying Memorial Hospital School of Nursing
Although Dr. Ballesteros and his
college scholarship, and Fulton High
even for the postage it takes to write in Memphis, Tennessee, and received wife Florence, who is serving as interschool will receive an engraved plaque
letters to secure financing for this tre- her cap in ceremonies Sunday, June national coordinator for the Festival,
More Local News On
with his name and honor inscribed on
25, at the hospital.
mendous undertaking.
have relatives in the United States,
Inside Pages - Second Section
it.
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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jones Essay Wins
National Honors

le 10c
125c
Bottle

DC

I would rather imagine that after
I adjust into my new routine of studying, and associating with people who
share the same dedication as I do for
Seventy-seven participants from
building a better tomorrow, I'll look seven states gathered last Saturday at
back on some of the petty stupity I the Park Terrace Restaurant for the
witnessed from some pretty stupid forth annual reunion of the Fields
people and I'll wonder how in the family, an event that is growing larger
world I ever endured.
each year.
But maybe it's such endurance
Luncheon was served in the Terthat influenced the Ford Foundation to
give me a lucrative Fellowship to study race Room, with Rev. Allen Dodd
such problems so evident in some prob- Stanley asking the invocation. Tables
held lovely arrangements of summer
lem citizens, and maybe solve them.
flowers.
Oh well. The battle belongs to
somebody else soon!
Robert Thompson, chairman of

Kith and Kin From Seven States Come For Annual Fields "Day"
arrangements, extended the welcome
and presided over the program. Mrs.
J. 0. Lewis, geneologist, spoke briefly
on The Family Tree and identified
various "branches" represented at the
luncheon. Hunter Byrd Whitesell gave
an account of-the imigration of settlers
from Middle Tennessee to the Jackson
Purchase.

Mrs. Roy D. Taylor. Mrs. Taylor was
During the business session, the
unable to attend, due to being hospital- group voted to establish a fund for
ized with a fractured vertebra.
further research on the Fields family.
Date of the 1968 reunion was set for
The Hunter Whitesells, with the fourth Saturday in June, with
Pies
thirteen of their family present, were Fields, Mrs.
Joe M. Reed, and Mrs.
given special recognition. Also recogRoy D. Taylor on the planning comnized was Mrs. Hettie Fields Paschall, mittee.
the oldest member present, who has
Special guests were Rev. and Mrs.
attended all the reunions with her
Serving on the committee for ar- family. A wire was received from Mrs. h6lexander Miller of Wilmington,
rangements, with Mr. Thompson were W. G. Eldred, expressing regret at her. North Carolina. Rev. Miller was at one
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs. Don Sensing, absence.
(Continued On Page Eight)
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The Parson
Speaks
July 23, 1886
Dear Auntie,

"Entitled To Receive Advertisements
Concerning All Articles In Legitimate Use"..
A ruling by the Federal Communications Commission in regard to
cigarette commercials is causing a
mushrooming cloud of concern by not
only the TV and radio industry—for
which it was made—but by thinking
newspapermen as well. It could well
be a "foot in the door" sort of thing
that, once established, could sap the
advertising revenue of the broadcasting and publishing business and, in effect, ruin it.
A New York Attorney complained
to the commission earlier this year that
a TV station in that city had refused
to make time available for programming to counter the pro-smoking messages of its cigarette commercials. In
a ruling issued by the FCC on June 2,
it held that, in view of the controversy
surrounding smoking, stations carrying such commercials must provide
time for the "other side" of the issue,
at no cost if necessary.
Attorneys for the New York station and 58 other stations argue that
the commission is providing grounds
for wholesale demands for time to reply to advertising messages—regarding automobiles, by those concerned
with highway safety; beer and wine,
by those opposing liquor; coffee, by
those who regard it as dangerous, and
insect sprays and hundreds of other
products, which are potentially dangerous too.
As this week's issue of "Broadcasting" magazine points out, "the
issue is far greater than one complaint
against one station. It is broader than
the issue of cigarette smoking. It concerns the freedom of advertising for
all products in all media:
"While the. FCC states that its
holding is limited to this product . . .
cigarettes . . . there is no way, in our

opinion, in which the current FCC
members can govern the actions of the
future FCC members. The idea that
those who disagree with an advertiser's opinion should be provided free
time in which to express their disagreement could not only change advertising, but end it.
"With the fairness doctrine thus
extended, there is no reason for an advertiser to pay for his message; the advertiser may well decide to wait until
his competitor has paid for an advertisement and then demand free time in
which to answer with his opposing
view. Every product has a competing
product: the gas industry versus the
electric industry, for example; branded items versus generic categories, etc.
With equal time the going rule in advertising, only one product in a e-ategory would need to advertise. All
others would be given free time in
which to answer."
The Television Bureau of Advertising wonders what will happen if the
ruling holds up and advertisers begin
switching their efforts to newspapers
and print media . . . and a similar request is made therefrom. Can print
media refuse the request to control
their editorial license by demanding
"Freedom of the Press" and "Freedom
of Speech"?
It is not as ridiculous to us as it
would seem. A "foot in the door" on
one fairness subject will very likely be
but the start to opening it wide for all
subjects, spreading to all advertising
media. We side with Senator Ervin,
(N. C.) who, in a letter to the FCC this
week, pointed out that radio-TV stations are commercial enterprises which
are entitled to receive advertisements
concerning all articles in legitimate
use."

LIFE
They told me that Life could be just what I made it Life could be fashioned and worn like a gown;
I, the designer; mine the decision
Whether to wear it with bonnet or crown.

It is evening again and the sun is
dying in the very colors in which it
was born. My home here in St.
Cregory's attic is brilliant for a
few minutes each day as the light
pours through the stain glass windows of the saints and fills the
shadows with gold and red. I heard
a young girl once tell her mother,
"A saint is one through whom the
light of God shines to make beautiful colors in the Church."
God wants all of us to become
saints to let His glory shine through
our lives. It is from Christ that
soch light cornea to us. Remember,
Christ said that He wants his
glory to be manifest in us, that
glory which was given to Him from
the Father?

And so I selected the prettiest pattern Life should be made of the rosiest hue Something unique,and a bit out of fashion,
One that perhaps would be chosen by few.
But other folks came and they leaned o'er my shoulder;
Somebody questioned the ultimate cost;
Somebody tangled the thread I was using;
On day I found that my scissors were lost.
And somebody claimed the material faded;
Somebody said I'd be tired ere 'twas worn;
Somebody's fingers, too pointed and spiteful,
Snatched at the cloth, and I saw it was torn.
Oh! somebody tried to do all the sewing,
Wanting always to advise or condone.
Here is my life, the product of many;
Where is that gown I could fashion - alone?

Nan Terrell Reed

Christ is the revelation.of God.
Of old, God spoke His word through
the prophets and patriamhs,
first saints. Then in the fulness of
Urn,', sent His Son Jesus, not simply to speak the worst, but He was
the Word of God, the fulness of the
Godhead revealed in human flesh
and blood. "He who see Me see the
Fatter.
... I am the way, the truth
and the life."
Christ extends tis life to us as
the new life of our soul through
faith and the life-giving sacraments. He communicates the Divine Life of God to make us like
unto himself in glory. "I have come
to give you life." And St. Paul
says. "Do you not know that you
are the living temples of
I abide in you and you abide in
me and we become one . . and
we will come and make our abode
in you. The "WE" is the Father,
Son and Holy Spirit, the Blessed
Trinity, three persons in the one
Godhead. In our souls at Baptism,
the life of God abides in far greater glory than in the universe of
SUMS and moons, for it is the Divine
which comes to live in the human
soul.
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Auntie. I have heard the Priest
speak of this many times in the
Church. He called it "sanctifying
grace." It is simply the gift of
God's life to our souls. There is no
greater gift given to man. It is "the
pearl of great price, the treasure
hidden" Sin alone can rob us of
this life of grace. Sin gene can
cast us into the fellowship eith
(Contfnued on Page Sevet0

A Reduced-Speed Zone Is Needed
On US 45-W-51 At Little Breezy
A couple of months ago we were
on the outskirts of St. Louis, heading
into East St. Louis on a long, downward grade with visibility clear for at
least two miles. A sign directly ahead
warned that a 45-mile speed zone was
just ahead,so we slowed the car to that
speed.

Reduced-speed zones warn of
dangerous areas and reduce the accident toll, but even at that they don't
All of this brings up a road hazard
right here around Fulton that needs
correction, and badly. Two miles south
of Fulton in Tennessee, on US 45W and
US 51, southbound vehicles top a hill
and suddenly are at the Little Breezy
Cafe and Fulton Motel area, which has
been the scene of several tragic accidents in recent years, and a fatal accident only last week. The speed limit
should be posted at not over 45 miles
per hour in this zone, day and night.

"How come they have a speed zone
like that'way out here in the country,"
our daughter asked, and for a moment
the driver couldn't reply. Then the reason became obvious: we were approaching the congested entrances to
Cahokia Downs, the racetrack . . another quarter-mile and the entrance to
Several years ago this highway to
a drive-in theatre.. . and continued Union
City DID have a reduce-speed
hazards along the way.
limit, and it was enforced rigidly, much
So we pointed out to her that, to the dismay of many local people
even though the road was clear and who paid healthy fines for disregardnight racing was hours away, and the ing it. Why it was taken off, we don't
drive-in movie would present no traffic know, except probably to satisfy much
problems until dark, the speed limit grumbling over the fact that during
had to be posted round the clock.
many hours of the day is wasn't necessary.
In the paper next evening we read
where a speeding truck had crashed
We submit that it is necessary, at
into an automobile at the entrance to least /
1
2 mile on either side of Little
the racetrack, just a few hours after Breezy. We commend this action to the
we passed. Result: three dead. I think Tennessee Department of Highways.
our daughter got the point.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commerci•I Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
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Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
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Wisakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
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H.B. Dean
"Then Jesus answering said unto
them, Go your way,and tell John what
things ye have seen and heard; how
that the blind see, the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the
dead are raised, to the poor the gospel
is preached." Luke 7:22
This was the ministry that Jesus
performed and the ministry he left for
his followers. "As my Father hath sent
me even so send I you." "Jesus Christ
the same yesterday, today and forever."

Pearl Buck, an American novelist, was born in Hillsboro, West
Virginia. Her parents were American missionaries and took her to
China when she was a child. Stie
grew up thinking of antra as her
home. She went to a Shanghai
boarding school when she was fifteen. She went to Europe, England,
and the United States when she was
seventeen. She was gradirated from
Randolph-Macon College in Lynchburg, Virginia, in 1914. She returned to China and did agricultural
work for five years and taught at
the University of Nanking for several years. She returned to the
United States in 1935.
Some of her books which are
available at the Fulton Public Library are:
Lerre:It FROM PEKING. This
is a tender and suspenseful story of

love in a world apart, love struggling against the barriers of race,
politics, distance, and misunderstanding. In this short novel are
distilled many of the things that
Pearl Buck feels most strongly
about: the continuity of family and
the grip of one's roots in nation and
locality; the good and the bad that
life holds for persons of mixed
blood; the beauty of China and its
civilization, and what has happened
to these under communism; the
different, wild beauty of Vermont;
the transcending power of love
when it is deep and mutual.
COMMAND THE MORNING. In
the world of science, the world
that more and more dominates and
orders the lives of all of us, the
prime movers are after all men
and women like the rest of us, or
are they a breed apart? Is there a

Turning Back The Clock—

place for love for the scientist in
this private world of his? And for
the atomic scientist, can there be
any private life at all in competition with his overpowering preoccupation with the primal and ultimate forces of the universe? HOW
does it feel to be the wife of such
a man; indeed, what kind of woman is it that can marry him? And
what kind of woman will turn her
own back on love and devote herself body and mind to the atom or
the gene? This novel grows out of
a fascination with atomic science
and the problems of the scientists
that has gripped Pearl Buck increasingly since the end of the second world war.

and work, built a bridge of understanding between East and West
Now she has gathered a treasure
of fairy tales and folks tales—her
own favorites from the Oriental
world she knows so welt—to open
new realms of enchantment for
Western children. She has written
a deligltiful and informative introduction to each of these tales she
has so lovingly chosen—explaining
their symbolism and background,
guiding her young readers to fuller
understanding of this fascinating
heritage of the East. And she
points as well to the precious message they seem to hold.

WELCOME CHILD. Kim is a little girl from Korea who has become an American citizen and
part of an American family. Pearl
S. Buck has written the text to go
with Alan Haas's photographs. Together thee tell the story of Kim,
the "welcome child"—a story that
will warinlhe heart of every adult,
enchant every child, and especialFAIRY TALES OF THE ORI- ly will bring a glow of confidence
ENT. This book is a labor of love to other adopted children whose
by the woman who has, by her life parents read it to
them.

THE GOOD EARTH. The reader
soon becomes unaware of distinc•
Cons of race, of period, of locale.
These people are born, play, toil,
suffer and dream as all humans
have done, under whatever sun, on
whatever patch of OUT COM mon
earth.

ing Donald Lee and Buddy Lloyd Johnson of Evansville,
Ind., popular visitors here. Included in the guest list besides the honorees and Alvin Jene Damron, young son of
the Damrons, were: Billy, Junior and Mac Curtsinger,
Charles Sevier, Larry Webb, Don Henry, Dale Henry,
Joan Mack, Donna Fay McClure and Nell Cashion.

bids on
withou
Of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields were hosts to a barbeJuly 3, 1947
cue supper Saturday evening at the Country Club. A deEdmond Rucker, who has been manager of the la licious menu was served to 150 of their Fulton and
cal Kroger store for several years has been transferred Union City friends.
to Memphis. His family will join him in the near future.
Some interesting advertisements: Home-made ice
A traditionally lovely setting marked the late after- cream now at Finch's Bakery on
Commercial Avenue,
noon wedding of Miss Betty Jean Rhodes, daughter of 18c pint, 35c quart.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Rhodes, and Richard Dale McClure,
To our customers - I am now sole owner of the Owl
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure of Water Valley. The Drug Company. W. E. Jackson,
marriage was solemnized on Thursday evening, June
Delightful Dining at Rushton's Cafe - large and
26, in the First Christian Church, with Elder Charles L. varied menu,superb service, the food the
finest you can
Houser, pastor of the Church of Christ officiating. Miss ask for.
Sammy Williams was maid of honor and Mrs. Stanley
Parham was bridesmaid. William Ervin Wilson served
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mullins left last Saturday for
as best man, William R. Reid, Jr., and Stanley Spencer Grand Forks, North Dakota, where Mr.
Mullins is emwere ushers.
ployed by the Delta Construction Company.
An enjoyable party was held at the home of Mr.
Fulton Route 3: Work continues on E. C. Lowry's
and Mrs. A. J. Damron on Monday, June 29, when Mrs. new tenant house and it is nice. It will have
electricity,
Damron entertained at an ice cream party compliment- which is due any day now.
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Miss Martha DeMyer, James Pitts
Exchange Wedding Vows Saturday
An exqiestee weddng was the
formal one of Miss Martha Lee
DeMyer and James E. Pitts, which
was sceemnized in the First Baptist Church it Fulton, Kentucky on
the evening of June twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred and sixty-seven.

The maid of honor, Miss Mary
Grant DeMyer, sister of the bride,
wore a form-al gown of maize chiffon over silk taffeta, designed into
an easy slim sheath, featuring a
neck empire
sleeveless, scoop
bodice, over which was worn a removable coronation coat of chiffon.
The coat was fashioned with full
gossamer sleeves and back interest designed with gentle fullness.
Her headdress was a crownless
circulet of maize chiffon, adorned
with daisy petals and a circular
silk veil. Her bouquet was designed
as a cascade of Talisman glamelies, backed with lemon leaf foliShortly before the processional age and tied with velvet tubing.
was announced with eight chimes,
were Mrs.
The 'bridesmaids
Mr. Norman C. White, tenor', sang Johnny McDonald, Mrs, William
"Entreat Me Not To Leave Thee", Shdeed, Mrs. Walter Gander, Miss
"0 Perfect Love", Barnby. He Judy Price and Miss lema Alsang "The Lord's Prayer", Malade, bright. They wore gowns identical
during the ceremony.
to that of the maid of honor.

The lovely young bride wore a
formal gown of white English illusion, combined with silk organza
over peau she soie. The bateau neckline was sculptured with an overlay of the re-embroidered lace,
and the empire bodice was aLso embellished with the lace pattern.
Long, tapered sleeves that were
closed at the wrist with miniature
*ilk buttons were featured. The
easy Aline skirt was designed with
a tunic tiered skirt, each tier
lavishly bordered with the lace
pattern.

- The minister of the church, the
Reverend James Best, officiated,
using a most impressive and reverent service. A double ring ceremony was used. Mr. DeMyer gave
his daughter in marriage.
The groom's father, Mr. Alvard
Pitts, served his son as best man.
Groomsmen were William Whitaker, Robert Turner, Windel Shelton, Ronald Seary and Philip Jeffress. All the men in the wedding
party wore yellow boutonnieres on
their black tuxedos.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
DeMyer chose a formal gown of
mint frost crepe, fashioned with a
slim skirt over a removable basque
jacket, beaded with moonstone
bugle beads, with matching accsories. She wore a white orchid at
her shoulder.

Mrs. Pitts, mother of the groom,
Iler full chapel-length Spanish
inspired Mantilla of English net, wore a tourquoise blue crepe formdesigned especially for her gown, al. designed with fitted sleeves. A
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0EAVEN HILL

1

ALL-AMERIer;leN BOURBON

k

6 YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF

HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
time honored formula, is truly an
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON ... by
tradition, quality and price. Its
distinctive aroma, gentle taste and
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
Of the Great Kentucky Bourbons."

(GREEN
LABEL)

0Helaven
Distillirles. Inc.
1967

1
NOTICE

111111.1

018111001 And NAM I! H..,.. Hill Distilleries. lac., Bardstown, Woo

County. IENntuciry

The Fulton County Fiscal Court will receive
bids on two (2) trucks, one with dump bed and one
without bed.
Other Specifications:
V8 Motor
8:25 x 20 Tires, 10-Ply
4 Speeds Foreward
Heavy Duty Springs
Heavy Duty Axle

large and
you can
iturday for
lins is ern-

Signal Lights
Approx. Wheel Base 146 in.
Approx. 5 Yd, Dump Bed

Seven Cadets
In UK ROTC
Win Grants
Seven University of Kentucky
students have been awarded U. S.
Air Force Scholarships, Brig, Gen,
Donald F. Blake, commandant of
Air University's Air Force ROTC,
Maxwell AFB, Ala., announced
this week.
The majority of the grants were
awarded cadets entering the third
year of the four-year Air Force
ROTC program. A few, however,
were announced for highly qualified fourth-year students ,the general said.
James R. Woosley Jr., Richardsvile, was the only UK senior to
win a scholarship, which covers
tuition, laboratory expenses, and
fees and textbooks, plus $50 a
month during the tenure of the
t.
The others, all juniors, are Glen
Stuart Peace, Pineville; John W.
Rutledge, Allensville; David E. B.
Strohm, Ft. Thomas; Meek H.
Hunter Jr., Winchester; Dwight
David Colson, Corinth, and Joseph
L. Lindsey, Utica, Ky.
Life to many Americans is a
question of a vacation or not.

Mrs. Brady wore pine linen with a
lace blouse, Mrs. Sheehan a brown
and beige linen, and Miss Williamson a light blue eyelet semi-fitted
shift. The hostesses also wore gardenias.

Assisting in serving were Miss
Patti Hinson, Miss Phyllis Crocker, Miss Sally Pirtle, Mrs. Seldon
The house was beautifully deco- Reed a-nd Mrs. Billy Pirtle. Presidrated for -the occasion with gift ar- ing at the guest register were Mist
rangements of gladioli and other Julie Powell and Miss Susan Walksummer flowers.
er.
The tea table was covered with
Almost a 'hundred buests called
an imported lace and cut-work between the hours of two and five.
linen cloth over yellow. The centerpiece was an arrangement of yellow mums and glads, flanked with FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
crystal holders holding lighted yellow candles. All appointments were
crystal. Mrs. Brady, Mrs. Sheehan
and Miss Williamson alternately
Insulation — Roofing — Storm
presided at the punch bowl.
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
The lovely bride-elect wore a
All Types of Siding including
yellow figured voile A-line shift, Carports and Patio Covers
with long sleeves. She was present- 20-year-guarantee Reynolds
ed a gift corsage of gardenias. Her
Aluminum
mother, Mrs. Reginald Williamson,
chose an embroidered beige linen
shift and the groom's mother, Mrs.
R. V. Putnam, wore an original
white embroidered linen. They also
Bill Taylor
400 Main
had gardenia corsages.
PHONE 472-1997
Mrs. Pirtle received the guests
in a blue basket-weave linen shift.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

NOTICE!
1967 Dog Licenses are due July 1st,
All dogs 6 months of age must have a license.
Unless dogs are licensed, they will be picked up.
All dogs must be kept on the premises of the
owner between sunset and sunrise.
You may obtain license from Nemo Williams at
the Fulton Fire Department or at Sheriff's office in
Hickman.

Edd Clark, Dog Warden
Fulton County
GM

"The Hugger"

Camaro: the road-hugging fun car from Chevrolet.
Lower, wider and heavier than any other sportster at its price,
it rides solid and steady like a big car. Camaro's
a joy to drive. It tracks straight; steers easy; corners flat.
You also get the biggest standard Six or V8 at Camaro's price.
And, equipped the way most people want it,
Camaro costs less. See Camaro. Try Camaro!
Drive "The Hugger" at your Chevrolet dealer's now.
CHEVROLET

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

CAMARO
by Chevrolet

Will Receive Bids Til July 11th.

Fulton County Fiscal Court
:. Lowry's
electricity,

Miss Nancy Williamson, brideelect of Philip Putnam, wee the
guest of honor at a tea Sunday afternoon in the home of Mrs. Carl
Pirtle in Water Valley. Serving as
hostesses with Mrs. Pirtle were
Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. W. P.
Sheehan and Miss Katherine Williamson.

Certain Blue Cross and Blue
Shield health insurance -policyholders will be eligible for more
benefits August 1 without immediate increase in dues.
State Insurance Commissioner
Roy Woodall says the added benefits- for policyholders — except
those in groups requiring contract
amendments--will include:
* Additional coverage for mental illness.
• Automatic protection of all
newborn children from birth
on family contracts.
* Continued membership past
age 19 for mentally or physiccally handicapped children on
their parents' contracts.
• Payment of whole blood processing service charges by
member hospitals.
Mrs. James E. Pitts
No overall increase in dues is
necessary now, although "experisatin waist band terminated in a
ence in all benefit areas eventually
long satin panel at the hack. Her
DEEP DENT
will reflect total higher costs,"
bow-shaped headpiece was tourThe Breaks of the Sandy has an
quoise with a short veil. She, too, inner gorge of more than 1,500 Woodall says.
were a white orchid at her should- feet in depth. The Breaks is called
er.
the Grand Canyon of the South. it
Warne Changed
The reception was held in the is the site of Breaks Interstate
The name of the park at HarrodsFellowship Hall of the church. The Park.
burg has been changed from Piobride's table was covered with a
neer Memorial State Park to Old
floor-length taffeta cloth under net.
Fort Harrod State Park,
of
art
the
persuadis
Advertising
Yellow ribbon -bows and yellow
have
you
what
somebody
that
ing
gladiolus edged the table, which
is worth more to him than
WE RENT- -.
held a five-branched silver candela- to sell
his money.
bra holding yellow tapers.
Those who areeted at the reHospital beds
ception were: Mrs. E. L. Myers,
Baby beds
Jr., Mrs. Walter Bales, Miss Betty
Bennett, Miss Kale Brady, M,iss
Vacuum Cleaners
Nancy Whitledge, Mies Janie Olmpolishers
Floor
stead, Mrs. Andy Batts and Mrs.
Stanley Jeffress.
For traveling the bride wore an
WADE FURN. CO.
ANDREWS
apricot colored silk ax 'wool fabric
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
costume suit, with a white orchid
Jewelry Company
corsage. She chose bone accessories.
After a wedding trip to Bermuda,
Mr. and Mrs. Pitts will live in
Lexingtore Kentucky.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 29, 1967

Nancy Williamson, Bride-Elect,
Feted At Sunday Afternoon Tea

Blue Cross To
Add Benefits,
No Increase

from Kentucky

Heater, Defroster,
of the Owl

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
June 30: William Earl Long;
July 1: Barry Blackwell, Eloise
Hicks; July 2: Charles Andrews,
Margaret McGuire, Paul Nanney,
A. D. Richardson; July 3: Hugh
Rushton;
July 4: Mrs. • a Dixon; July 5:
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe; July 6: Debbie Butts, Pamela Henderson,
Harry McKinney, Jr., Elizabeth
Wilkins, John Sisk.

had an appliqued border of the repeated lace pattern and flowed
grace:idly, creating her train. The
bride's bouquet was of golden
calla lilies with Ty foliage. Greeq
velvet ribbon completed ll.e crescent bouquet.

The pulpit area of the church
was filled with large arrangements
of yellow glediolus, snapdragons
and majestic daisies. Branched
candelabras burned with tall yellow wedding candles. Rich greenery added color to the scene, jade
fern, huckleberry, emerald palm
branches and lemon leaf ferns being used profusely. Ty foliage was
on the windows; and each window
was centered with a large yellow
candle. The aisles were outlined
with tall brass torchiers. The ribboned pews were marked with yellow satin bows and yellow gladiolus.

Mr. John Reed, organist, included in his pre-ceremonial music
"Savior Like A Shepherd Lead
Me", using the chimes. The organist also used the Bridal Chorus
from Lohengrin by Wagner and
Mendelssohn's Wedding March as
the recessional.

Happy Birthday
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The Parson
Speaks

ii
July 23, 1886
Dear Auntie,

"Entitled To Receive Advertisements
Concerning All Articles In Legitimate Use"..
A ruling by the Federal Com- opinion, in which the current FCC
munications Commission in regard to members can govern the actions of the
cigarette commercials is causing a future FCC members. The idea that
mushrooming cloud of concern by not those who disagree with an advertisonly the TV and radio industry—for er's opinion should be provided free
which it was made—but by thinking time in which to express their disnewspapermen as well. It could well agreement could not only change adbe a "foot in the door" sort of thing vertising, but end it.
that, once established, could sap the
"With the fairness doctrine thus
advertising revenue of the broadcast- extended, there is no reason for an ading and publishing business and, in ef- vertiser to pay for his message; the adfect, ruin it.
vertiser may well decide to wait until
A New York Attorney complained his competitor has paid for an adverto the commission earlier this year that tisement and then demand free time in
a TV station in that city had refused which to answer with his opposing
to make time available for program- view. Every product has a competing
ming to counter the pro-smoking mes- product: the gas industry versus the
sages of its cigarette commercials. In electric industry, for example; branda ruling issued by the FCC on June 2, ed items versus generic categories, etc.
it held that, in view of the controversy With equal time the going rule in adsurrounding smoking, stations carry- vertising, only one product in a cateing such commercials must provide gory would need to advertise. All
time for the "other side" of the issue, others would be given free time in
at no cost if necessary.
which to answer."
Attorneys for the New York staThe Television Bureau of Advertion and 58 other stations argue that tising wonders what will happen if the
the commission is providing grounds ruling holds up and advertisers begin
for wholesale demands for time to re- switching their efforts to newspapers
ply to advertising messages—regard- and print media . . . and a similar reing automobiles, by those concerned quest is made therefrom. Can print
with highway safety; beer and wine, media refuse the request to control
by those opposing liquor; coffee, by their editorial license by demanding
those who regard it as dangerous, and "Freedom of the Press" and "Freedom
insect sprays and hundreds of other of Speech"?
products, which are potentially danIt is not as ridiculous to us as it
gerous too.
would seem. A "foot in the door" on
As this week's issue of "Broad- one fairness subject will very likely be
casting" magazine points out, "the but the start to opening it wide for all
issue is far greater than one complaint subjects, spreading to all advertising
against one station. It is broader than media. We side with Senator Ervin,
the issue of cigarette smoking. It con- (N. C.) who, in a letter to the FCC this
cerns the freedom of advertising for week, pointed out that radio-TV staall products in all media:
tions are commercial enterprises which
"While the FCC states that its are entitled to receive advertisements
holding is limited to this product . . . concerning- all articles in legitimate
cigarettes . . . there is no way, in our use."

LIFE
They told me that Life could be just what I made it Life could be fashioned and worn like a gown;
I, the designer; mine the decision
Whether to wear it with bonnet or crown.

It is evening again and the sun is
dying in the very colors in which it
was born. My home here in St.
Cregory's attic is brilliant for a
few minutes each day as the light
pours through the stain glass windows of the saints and fills the
shadows with gold and red. I heard
a young girl once tell her mother,
"A saint is one through whom the
light of God shines to niake beautiful colors in the Church."
God wants all of us to become
saints to let His glory shine through
our lives. It is from Christ that
soch light comes to us. Remember.
Christ said that Ile wants his
glory to be manifest in us, that
glory which was given to Him from
the Father?

And so I-selected the prettiest pattern Life should be made of the rosiest hue Something unique, and a bit out of fashion,
One that perhaps would be chosen by few.
But other folks came and they leaned o'er my shoulder;
Somebody questioned the ultimate cost;
Somebody tangled the thread I was using;
On day I found that my scissors were lost.
And somebody claimed the material faded;
Somebody said I'd be tired ere 'twas worn;
Somebody's fingers, too pointed and spiteful,
Snatched at the cloth, and I saw it was torn.
Oh!somebody tried to do all the sewing,
Wanting always to advise or condone.
Here is my life, the product of many;
Where is that gown I could fashion - alone?

Nan Terrell Reed

Christ is the revelation of God.
Of old, God spoke His word through
the prophets and patriarchs, His
first saints. Then in the fulness of
time, sent His Son Jesus, not simply to speak the word, but He was
the Word of God, the fulness of the
Godhead revealed in human flesh
and blood. "He who see Me see the
Father
I am the way, the truth
and the life."
Christ extends hits life to us as
the new life of our soul through
faith and the life-giving sacraments. He communicates the Di.
vine Life of God to make us like
unto himself in glory. "I have come
to give you life." And St. Paul
says, "Do you not know that you
are the living temples of God?"
I abide in you and you abide in
me and we become one . . . and
we will conic and make our abode
in you. The "WE" is the Father.
Son and Holy Spirit, the Blessed
Trinity, three persons in the one
Godhead. In our souls at Baptism,
the life of God abides in far great•
er glory than in the universe of
sum and moons, for it is the Divine
which comes to live in the human
soul.
Auntie, I have heard the Priest
speak of this many times in the
Church. He called it "sanctifying
grace." It is simply the gift of
God's life to our souls. There is no
greater gift given to man. It is "the
pearl of great price, the treasure
hidden." Sin alone can rob us of
this life of grace. Sin alone can
cast us into the fellowship with
(Continued on Page Seven)

A Reduced-Speed Zone Is Needed
On US 45-W-51 At Little Breezy
A couple of months ago we_were_
Reduced-speed zones warn of
on the outskirts of St. Louis, heading dangerous areas and reduce the acciinto East St. Louis on a long, down- dent toll, but even at that they don't
ward grade with visibility clear for at
All of this brings up a road hazard
least two miles. A sign directly ahead
right
here around Fulton that needs
warned that a 45-mile speed zone was
correction, and badly. Two miles south
slowed
that
ahead,
car
we
just
to
the
so
of Fulton in Tennessee, on US 45W and
speed.
US 51, southbound vehicles top a hill
"How come they have a speed zone and suddenly are at the Little Breezy
like that'way out here in the country," Cafe and Fulton Motel area, which has
our daughter asked, and for a moment been the scene of several tragic accithe driver couldn't reply. Then the rea- dents in recent years, and a fatal accison became obvious: we were ap- dent only last week. The speed limit
proaching the congested entrances to should be posted at not over 45 miles
Cahokia Downs, the racetrack . . an- per hour in this zone, day and night.
other quarter-mile and the entrance to
Several years ago this highway to
a drive-in theatre. .. and continued
City DID have a reduce-speed,
Union
hazards along the way.
Limit, and it was enforced rigidly, much
So we pointed out to her that, to the dismay of many local people
even though the road was clear and who paid healthy fines for disregardnight racing was hours away, and the ing it. Why it was taken off, we don't
drive-in movie would present no traffic know, except probably to satisfy much
problems until dark, the speed limit grumbling over the fact that during
had to be posted round the clock,
many hours of the day is wasn't necessary.
In the paper next evening we read
where a speeding truck had crashed
We submit that it is necessary, at
into an automobile at the entrance to least 1/2 mile on either side of Little
the racetrack, just a few hours after Breezy. We commend this action to the
we passed. Result: three dead. I think Tennessee Department of Highways.
our daughter got the point.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second • class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Felten
the first of which was founded in 1800.
Address all mall (subscriptions, chines of address. Forms 3179) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblen end
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

H.B. Dean
"Then Jesus answering said unto
them, Go your way,and tell John what
things ye have seen and heard; how
that the blind see, the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the
dead are raised,„to the poor the gospel
is preached." Lae 7:22
This was the ministry that Jesus
performed and the ministry he left for
his followers."As my Father hath sent
me even so send I you." "Jesus Christ
the same yesterday, today and forever."

Pearl Ruck, an American novelist, was born in Hillsboro, West
Virginia. Her parents were American missionaries and took her to
China when she was a child. She
grew up thinking of China as her
home. She went to a Shanghai
boarding school when she was fifteen. She went to Europe, England,
and the United States when she was
seventeen. She was graduated from
Randolph-Macon College in Lynchburg, Virginia, in 1914. She returned to China and did agricultural
work for five years and taught at
the University of Nanking for several years. She returned to the
United States in 1935.
Some of her books which are
available at the Fulton Public Library are:
LETT'ER FROM PEKING. This
is a tender and suspenseful story of

love in a world apart, love struggling against the barriers of race,
politics, distance, and misunderstanding. In this short novel are
distilled many of the things that
Pearl Buck feels most strongly
about: the continuity of family and
the grip of one's roots in nation and
locality; the good and the bad that
life holds for persons of mixed
blood; the beauty of China and its
civilization, and what has happened
to these under communism; the
different, wild beauty of Vermont;
the transcending power of love
when it is deep and mutual.
COMMAND THE MORNING. In
the world of science, the world
that more and more dominates and
orders the lives of all of us, the
prime movers are after all men
and women like the rest of us, or
are they a breed apart? Is there a

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-

place for love for the scientist in
this private world of his? And for
the atomic scientist, can there be
any private life at all in competition with his overpowering preoccupation with the primal and ultimate forces of the universe? How
does it feel to be the wife of such
a man; indeed, what kind of woman is it that can marry him? And
what kind of woman will turn her
own back on love and devote herself body and mind to the atom or
the gene? This novel grows out of
a faseistatixin with atomic science
and the problems of the scientists
that has gripped Pearl Buck increasingly since the end of the second world war.

and work, built a bridge of understanding between East and West.
Now she has gathered a treasure
of fairy tales and folks tales—her
own favorites from the Oriental
world she knows so well—to open
new realms of enchantment for
Western children. She has written
a delightful and informative introduction to each of these tales she
has so lovingly chosen—explaining
their symbolism and background,
guiding her young readers to fuller
understanding of this fascinating
heritage of the East. And she
points as well to the precious message they seem to hold.
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WELCOME CHILD. Kim is a little girl from Korea who has become an American citizen and
part of an American family. Pearl
S. Buck has written the test to go
with Alan Haas's photographs. Together they tell the story of Kim,
the "welcome child"—a story that
will warm the heart of every adult,
enchant every child, and especialFAIRY TALES OF THE ORI- ly will bring a glow of confidence
ENT. This book is a labor of love to other
adopted children whose
by the woman who has, by her life parents read
it to them.

THE GOOD EARTH. The reader
soon becomes unaware of distinctions of race, of period, of locale.
These people are born, play, toil,
suffer and dream as all humans
hove done, under whatever sun, on
whatever patch of our common
earth.

ing Donald Lee and Buddy Lloyd Johnson of Evansville,
Ind., popular visitors here. Included in the guest list besides the honorees and Alvin Jene Damron, young son of
the Damrons, were: Billy, Junior and Mac Curtsinger,
Charles Sevier, Larry Webb, Don Henry, Dale Henry,
Joan Mack, Donna Fay McClure and Nell Cashion.

Th
bids on
without
Ot

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields were hosts to a barbeJuly 3. 1947
cue supper Saturday evening at the Country Club. A deEdmond Rucker, who has been manager of the lo- licious menu was served to 150 of their Fulton and
cal Kroger store for several years has been transferred Union City friends.
to Memphis. His family will join him in the near future.
Some interesting advertisements: Home-made ice
A traditionally lovely setting marked the late after- cream now at Finch's Bakery on
Commercial Avenue,
noon wedding of Miss Betty Jean Rhodes, daughter of 18c pint, 35c quart.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Rhodes, and Richard Dale McClure,
To our customers - I am now sole owner of the Owl
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure of Water Valley. The Drug Company. W. E. Jackson,
marriage was solemnized on Thursday evening, June
Delightful Dining at Rushton's Cafe - large and
26, in the First Christian Church, with Elder Charles L. varied menu,superb service, the food
the finest you can
Houser, pastor of the Church of Christ officiating. Miss ask for.
Sammy Williams was maid of honor and Mrs. Stanley
Parham was bridesmaid. William Ervin Wilson served
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mullins left last Saturday for
as best man, William R. Reid, Jr., and Stanley Spencer Grand FOrks, North Dakota, where
Mr. Mullins is emwere ushers.
ployed by the Delta Construction Company.
An enjoyable party was held at the home of Mr.
Fulton Route 3: Work continues on E. C. Lowry's
and Mrs. A. J. Damron on Monday, June 29, when Mrs. new tenant house and it is nice. It will
have electricity,
Damron entertained at an ice cream party compliment- which is due any day now.
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Miss Martha DeMyer, James Pitts
Exchange Wedding Vows Saturday
An exquiste weddIng was the
formal one of Miss Martha Lee
DeMyer and James E. Pitts, which
was so!emnized in the First Baptist Church it Fulton, Kentucky on
the evening of June twenty-fourth,
nineteen huntked and sixty-seven.

The maid of honor, Miss Mary
Grant DeMyer, sister of the bride,
wore a formal gown of maize chiffon over silk taffeta, designed into
an easy slim sheath, featuring a
neck empire
sleeveless, scoop
bodice, over which was worn a removable coronation coat of chiffon.
The coat was fashioned with full
gossamer sleeves and back interest designed with gentle fullness.
Her headdress was a crownless
eirculet of maize chiffon, adorned
with daisy petals and a circular
silk veil. Her bouquet was designed
as a cascade of Talisman glamelies, backed with lemon leaf SoilShortly before the processional age and tied with velvet tubing.
was announced with eight chimes,
were Mrs.
The bridesmaids
Mr. Norman C. White, tenor, sang Johnny McDonald, Mrs, William
"Entreat Me Not To -Leave Thee", Shdeed, Mrs. Walter Gander, Miss
"0 'Perfect Love", Barnby. He Judy Price and Miss Dona Alsang "The Lord's Prayer", Malatle, bright. They wore gowns identical
during the ceremony.
to that of the maid of honor.

The lovely young bride wore a
formal gown of white English illusion, combined with silk organza
over peau de soie. The bateau neckline was sculptured with an overlay of the re-embroidered lace,
and the empire bodice was also embellished with the lace pattern.
Long, tapered sleeves that were
closed at the wrist with miniature
silk buttons were featured. The
easy A-line skirt was designed with
a tunic tiered skirt, each tier
lavishly bordered with the lace
pattern.
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The groom's father, Mr. Alvard
Pitts, served his son as best man.
Groomsmen were William Whitaker, Robert Turner, Windel Shelton, Ronald Seary and Philip Jeffreams . All the men in the wedding
party were yellow boutonnieres on
their black tuxedos.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
DeMyer chose a formal gown of
mint frost crepe, fashioned with a
slim skirt over a removalle basque
jacket, beaded with moonstone
bugle beads, with matching accessories. She wore a white orchid at
her shoulder.
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ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON
6 YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF

HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
time honored formula, is truly an
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON ... by
tradition, quality and price. Its
distinctive aroma,gentle taste and
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
of the Great Kentucky Bourbons."

(GREEN
LABEL)

°Heaven Hill
Distilleries, Inc.
1967
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I
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- NOTICE
The Fulton County Fiscal Court will receive
bids on two (2) trucks, one with dump bed and one
without bed.

8:25 x 20 Tires, 10-Ply
4 Speeds Foreward
Heavy Duty Springs
Heavy Duty Axle
Heater, Defroster,

f the Owl
arge and
;t you can
.urday for
ins is em-

Signal Lights
Approx. Wheel Base 146 in.
Approx. 5 Yd, Dump Bed

Those who a!-,:sted at the reception were: Mrs. E. L. Myers,
Jr., Mrs. Waiter Bales, Miss Betty
Bennett, Miss Kate Brady, Miss
Nancy Whitiedge, Miss Janie Olmstead, Mrs. Andy Batts and Mrs.
Stanley Jeffress.
For traveling the bride wore an
apricot colored silk al'wool fabric
costume suit, with a white orchid
corsage. She chose bone accessories.
After a wedding trip to Bermuda,
Mr. and Mrs. Pitts will live in
Lexington, Kentucky.

Seven Cadets
In UK ROTC
Win Grants
Seven University of Kentucky
students have been awarded U. S.
Air Force Scholarships, Brig. Gen.
Donald F'. Blake, commandant of
Air University's Air Force ROTC,
Maxwell AFB, Ala., announced
this week.
The majority of the grants were
awarded cadets entering the third
year of the four-year Air Force
ROTC program. A few, however,
were announced for highly qualified fourth-year students the general said.
James R. Woosley Jr., Richardsville, was the only UK senior to
win a scholarship, which covers
tuition, laboratory expenses, and
fees and textbooks, plus $50 a
month during the tenure of the
gnant.
The others, all juniors, are Glen
Stuart Peace, Pineville; John W.
Rutledge, Allensville; David E. B.
Strohm, Ft. Thomas; Mack IT.
Hunter Jr., Winchester; Dwight
David Colson, Corinth, and Joseph
L. Lindsey, Utica, Ky.
Life to many Americans is a
question of a vacation or not.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

WADE MAN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky,

Mrs. Brady wore pine Ibsen with a
lace blouse, Mrs. Sheehan a brown
and beige linen, and Miss Williamson a light blue eyelet semi-fitted
shift. The hostesses also wore gar-

Assisting in -serving were Miss
Patti Henson, Miss Phyllis Crocker, Miss Sally Pirtle, Mrs. Seldon
The house was beautifully deco- Reed and Mrs. Billy Pirtle. Presid
rated for the occasion with gift ar- ing at the guest register were Mist
rangements of gladioli and other Julie Powell and Miss Susan Walk.
,ummer flowers.
er.
The tea table was covered with
Almost a hundred buests called
an imported lace and cut-work between the hours of two and five.
linen cloth over yellow. The centerpiece was an arrangement of yellow mums and glads, flanked with FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
crystal holders holding lighted yellow candles. All appointments were
crystal. Mrs. Brady, Mrs. Sheehan
and Miss Williamson alternately
Insulation — Roofing — Storm
presided at the punch bowl.
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
The lovely bride-elect wore a
All Types of Siding including
yellow figured voile A-line shift, Carports and Patio Covers
with long sleeves. She was present- 20-year-guarantee Reynolds
ed a gift corsage of gardenias. Her
Aluminum
mother, Mrs. Reginald Williamson,
chose an embroidered beige linen
shift and the groom's mother, Mrs.
R. V. Putnam, wore an original
white embroidered linen. They also
Bill Taylor
400 Main
had gardenia corsages.
PHONE 472-1997
Mrs. Pirtle received the guests
in a blue basket-weave linen shift.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

NOTICE!
1967 Dog Licenses are due July 1st,
All dogs 6 months of age must have a license.
Unless dogs are licensed, they will be picked up.
All dogs must be kept on the premises of the
owner between sunset and sunrise.
You may obtain license from Nemo Williams at
the Fulton Fire Department or at Sheriff's office in
Hickman.

Edd Clark, Dog Warden
Fulton County
•

"The Hugger"

•1111.1•••

'ewe.
•

'••

Camaro: the road-hugging fun car from Chevrolet.
Lower, wider and heavier than any other sportster at its price,
it rides solid and steady like a big car. Camaro's
a joy to drive. It tracks straight; steers easy; corners flat.
You also get the biggest standard Six or V8 at Camaro's price.
And, equipped the way most people want it,
Camaro costs less. See Camaro. Try Camaro!
Drive "The Hugger" at your Chevrolet dealer's now.
CHEVROLET

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

CAMARO
by Chevrolet

Will Receive Bids Til July 11th.

•011116.14

16-3067

ROPER
Fulton County Fiscal Court

'. Lowry's
lectricity,

Miss Nancy Williamson, bride.
elect of Philip Putnam, was the
guest of honor at a tea Sunday afternoon in the home of Mrs. Carl
Pirtle in Water Valley. Serving as
hostesses with Mrs. Pirtle were
Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. W. P.
Sheehan and Miss Katherine Williamson.

Certain Blue Cross and Blue
Shield health insurance policyholders will be eligible for more
benefits August 1 without immediate increase in dues.
State Insurance Commissioner
Roy Woodall says the added benefits for policyholders — except
those in groups requiring contract
am end merits—will include:
* Additional coverage for mental illness.
* Automatic protection of all
newborn children from birth
on family contracts.
• Continued membership past
age 19 for mentally or physiccally handicapped children on
their parents' contracts.
• Payment of whole ,blood processing service charges by
member hospitals.
Mrs. James E. Pitts
No overall increase in dues is
necessary now, although "experisatin waist band terminated in a
ence in all benefit -areas eventually
long satin panel at the back. Her
DEEP DENT
will reflect total higher costs,"
bow-shaped headpiece was tourThe Breaks of the Sandy has an
says.
quoise with a short veil. She, too, inner gorge of more than 1,500 Woodall
were a white orchid at her should- feet in depth. The Breaks is called
er.
the Grand Canyon of the South. Lt
Name Changed
The reception was held in the is the site of Breaks Interstate
The name of the park at HarrodsFellowship Hall of the church. The Park.
burg has been changed from Piobride's table was covered with a
neer Memorial State Park to Old
floor-length taffeta cloth under net.
Fort Harrod State Park.
of
art
the
persuadis
Advertising
Yellow ribbon bows and yellow
have
you
what
that
somebody
ing
gladiolus edged the table, which
to sell is worth more to him than
WE RENT - - held a five-branched silver candelahis money.
bra holding yellow tapers.

Other Specifications:
V8 Motor

Nancy Williamson, Bride-Elect,
Feted At Sunday Afternoon Tea

Blue Cross To
Add Benefits,
No Increase

from Kentucky
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The minister of the church, the
Reverend James Best, officiated,
using a most impressive and reverent service. A double ring ceremony was used. Mr. DeMyer gave
his daughter in marriage.

Mrs. Pitts, mother of the groom,
Iler full chapel-length Spanish
inspired Mantilla of English net, wore a tourquoise blue crepe form•
designed especially for her gown, at, designed with fitted sleeves. A

I

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
June 30: William Earl Long;
July 1: Barry Blackwell, Eloise
Hicks; July 2! Charles Andrews,
Margaret McGuire, Paul Nanney,
A. D. Richardson; July 3: Hugh
Rushton;
July 4: Mrs. d Dixon; July 5:
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe; July 6: Debbie Butts, Pamela Henderson,
Harry McKinney, Jr., Elizabeth
Wilkins, John Sisk.

had an appliqued border of the repeated lac* pattern ant flowed
gracc:ully, creating her train. The
bride's bouquet was of golden
culla lilies with Ty foliage. Green
velvet ribbon completed tt.e crescent bouquet.

The pulpit area of the church
was filled with large arrangements
of yellow gli.diolus, snapdragons
and majestic daisies. Branched
candelabras burned with tall yellow wedding candles. Rich greenery added color to the scene, jade
fern, huckleberry, emerald palm
branches and lemon leaf ferns being used profusely. Ty foliage was
on the windows; and each window
was centered with a large yellow
candle. The aisles were outlined
with tall brass torchiers. The ribboned pews were marked with yellow satin bows and yellow gladiolus.

Mr. John Reed, organist, included in his pre-ceremonial music
"Savior Like A Shepherd Lead
Me", using the chimes. The organist also used the Bridal Chorus
from Iaohengrin by Wagner and
Mendeissohn's Wedding March as
the recessional.

Happy Birthday

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 29, 1967
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First Baptist Church Setting For
Beautiful Ruddle-Carver Nuptials
The sanctuary of the First Baptist Church in Fulton was the setting for the wedding on Sunday,
June eleventh, nineteen hundred
and sixty-seven, when Miss Marie
became the
Elizabeth Ruddle
bride of Danny Eugene Carver.
The Reverend James W. Best performed the impressive double ring
,..eremony at three o'clock in the
afternoon. before a large assembly
of relatives and friends.

'Don't Change Name Of Our School'
Say University of Kentucky Alumni

Miss Carter,
Mr. Haas Wed
On Saturday

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 29, 1967

that -the corporate name of the
University of Kentucky be retained
as an honored name in our Commonwealth."
The resolution was adopted after
Dr. Ralph J. Angelucci, Lexington,
who also is a member of the University board of trustees, explained
that current talks about the relationOir between IX and the thversity of ,Louisville could involve
7unr rhang,e
.

The University of Kentucky
Alumni Association Monday exphsssed firm opposition to any
In a ceremony marked by sim- change in the name of the Univerplicity and elegance, Joan Marie sity of Kentucky.
Carter became the bride of Eugene
Joseph Haas on Saturday, the
The association made -public a
twenty-fourth of June at ten o'clock resolution, adopted unanimously
in the morning at St. Edwards
at a meeting of the Alumni -board
Catholic Church. The Rt. Rev.
Cumberland
Gerard Glahn solemnized the dou- of directors at Lake
over the weekend, vrinch sh:hat .
ble ring ceremony.
"The University of Kentucky
Music was provided by Miss
Katity ifytar.1,. using th.t traditional thinin! i•sociatias
wedding marches. The sanctuary
-sh-Giwa tits tt",7.:iteCOn7/1
4 with
.
baskets of large magnolia blossoms
with their natural foliage.
The bride, wearing a streetlength wedding gown fashioned of
—JULY—
re-embroidered white lace, accented by satin bands at the
jeweled neckline and at the full
bell-shaped sleeves, was given in
marriage -by her father, James L.
Carter. She carried a bouquet of
white glamelias and lemon leaf
foliage and wore a headpiece of
fashioned white handmade silk
flowers and illusion.
Mrs. Billy Zieba of Carbondale,
Illinois, served as the bride's matron of honor. Her dress was a
handsome pink silk costume suit.
with which she work pink kid accessorieis -and carried a single white
eta melia
Mrs, Carter chcse for her daughter's wedding a pastel pink knit
Petites, Juniors, Misses
ensemble with white kid accessories. She chose a hat fashioned of
and half sizes
pink satin roses and her corsage
Up to
was a white cymbichum orchid.
Serving Mr. Haas as best man
was John Anderson of Springfield
Illinois. Mr. Jerry C. Carter, twin
brother of the bride, served as
usher.
The couple will be at home after
Slacks, Shorts, Skirts
June 29 at 410 South Walnut Street,
Springfield, Illinois.

Mrs. Carver, mother of the
groom, ware an A4ine dress of blue
lace, featuring long, full sleeves
banded at the wrists. She chose a
hat of matching blue flowers. Her
accessories matched her dress and
She wore a white cymbidium
orchid.

Both the maternal and paternal
grandparents of the bride and
groom attending the wedding. The
grandmothers wore corsages of
The bride is the daughter of Mr. white carnations.
and Mrs. Newton Ruddle and the
Immediately following the ceregroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
mony, the bride's parents enterRoy Carver.
tained with a reception in FellowThe vows were pledged before ship Hall Of the church. Miss
Orr altar. illuminated by two seven- Sherry Milstead registered the
branched brass candelabra holding guests from a table covered with a
burning white tapers. In the back- round hand-worked cloth, ornaground was a large fan-shaped ar- mented with a bud vase holding a
rangement of white gladioli and single pink rose.
greenery, flanked on each side by
The bride's table was draped
spiral brass candelabra holding
a white linen cloth, edged with
myriads of burning white tapers. with
and caught with English ivy
The choir rail was outlined with lace
white satin bows. Tall white
salal greenery. Other baskets of and
burned in crystal candelawhite gladioli and greenery added candles
bra, in front of which the bride
to the beauty of the setting.
placed her bouquet to complete the
The family pews were marked center arrangement. A miniature
with brass hurricane lamps, large bride and groom topped the fourtiered wedding cake, which was
white satin roses and greenery.
garlanded with English ivy. Pink
Preceding the ceremony, the punch, mints and nuts were served
candies were lighted by Eddie from crystal and silver appointRuddle, brother of the bride, and ments.
Joe Edd Harrison, cousin of the
Mrs. Ellis Ruddle, aunt of the
groom.
bride, served the wedding cake.
A program of nuptial music was Others assisting at the reception
presented by Mrs. Stephen Finch, were Misses Phyllis Crocker, SanMr. and Mrs.Danny Carver
organist. Mr. Norman White sang dra Cash, Carolyn Fly and Mrs.
"Because" and "Whither Thou Florence Knighton.
Guest". Miss Mary Elizabeth
The guests received white peau
Fields sang "The Lord's Prayer"
at the close of the ceremony. The de soie bags of rice, tied with pink
traditional wedding marches were satin ribbon.
used for the processional and the
For traveling, the bride wore a
recessional.
pink shantung ensemble. The neckThe bride, entering with her line of the sheath dress and the
father, who gave her in marriage, elbow-length sleeves of the jacket
Fulton County:—Emily Adams,
MURRAY, KY. — A record 817
was lovely in a formal gown of Were edged with nylon braid. Her
students, including 100 who made Teddy Barclay, Freddie Barnett,
white silk peau de soie and Chan- accessories were white. At her
straight A's, haye been listed on Joseph Barnett, Rita Binford,
tilly lace, fashioned by her moth- shoulder was the orchid from her
the Honor Roll at Murray State Lynne Burnette, Sylvia Carden.
er. The empire bodice of Chantilly bridal bouquet.
University for the spring semester, Sheri Elliott, Ida Finch, Annell
lace was fastened down the back
are according to Registrar Wilson Goodwin, Jimmy Green, Dana
couple
the
summer,
the
For
with tiny covered buttons and feaHughes, Carol Luther, Susan Mayhome at 106 East Healey, Apart- Gantt.
Following the wedding rehearsal
tured a scalloped neckline em- at
field, Mary
Mitchell, Beverly of Miss Joan Marie Carter and Mr
Illinois.
Champaign,
17,
ment
a
Roll,
Honor
the
Tar
r
qua_
To
broidered with seed pearls. The
Nanney,
Paul
NewMyers,
James
Eugene Joseph Haas last Friday,
student must make a 3.3 (slightly
long fitted lace sleeves were fastAmong the out-oftown guests better than a B) grade point aver- ton, Peggy Reams, Marie Ruddle,
June 23, a dinner was held at Park
ened with tiny covered buttons and present were:
Gary
Sandling,
Terrett,
Charles
age, based on a system in which
Terrace, with the bride's parents
had seed pearl embroidery at the
Wright,
Linda
Cecelia
Witherspoon,
and the groom sharing the honors
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bowers, Mrs. each semester hour of 'A' earns Vernon
calla lily points over the hands.
Yarbro.
Janis
Wright,
as hosts.
The skirt of white peau de soie Gerald Bowers and Mr. Larry Bow- four paints, each hot.r of 'B' three
County
Adams,
Graves
M.
:—Gene
A lovely three-course dinner was
was fashioned with an easy A-line ers of Dothan, Alabama; Mr. and points, and -so on.
Jennie K. Arlams, Hal C. Anderson, served to the following:
flare. The detachable chapel-length Mrs. Edgar Ruddle, Mrs. Paul
The total number of points earn- Susan Austin, James Baker, DonFather Gerard Glahn, Mr. Eutrain of peau de soi was edged with Chapman, Mrs. George Davis, Mr. ed iS divided by the total semester ald Bazzell, John Bourne, Mary J.
scalloped lace and fell in soft folds and Mrs. Jim Mills and Genta of hours of coursework attempted to Browning, Patricia A. Byars, gene Haas, Miss Joan Marie Carfrom the empire waistline. Her Mayfield, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. arrive at the overall grade point Judith Carlisle, James Carrico, ter, Mr. and Mrs. James L. Garter, Mr. arid Mrs. Ernest Beetlebouffant, elbow-length veil of nylon Wayne Emison and Tom of Jack- average.
Thomas Carter, Sue Carver, Nor- manna, Mr. and Ms's. Jerry C. Cartulle fell from a pill-box of peau son, Tennessee; Mrs, Charles Sloan,
Area Students include the follow- man Cash. William Cash, Peggy ter, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Zieba, Mr.
de soie and lace, embroidered with Vicki, Susan and Judy of Coving- ing:
Cobb.
and Mrs. Charles Rice, Mr. John
seed pearls. Her only jewelry was ton, Tennessee; Mr. and Ars. RobAnderson, Miss Linda Whitriel,
a single strand of pearls, a gift of ert Wade of Union City, Tennessee.
Miss Barthelia Jo Wrather, Mr.
Mrs. Charles Morgan and Laura of
the groom.
checks in the last two years indi- Ronnie Calhoun and Mr. Gordon
Clinton, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs.
that
cate
seedlings
in
planted
rich Chadwick.
She carried a cascade bouquet Htafford Gilbert and Marilyn of
well-drained soil in filtered sun
of white roses, centered with a Murray, Kentucky; Miss Gail Bathave
been
"surprisingly
successwhite orchid surrotmded by lace tley of Ann Arbor, Michigan; Mr.
ful" in adapting to Eastern KenFirst For Coeds
and tulle. Tiny pearl hearts were David Colley of Farmington, KenAbout four years ago, several tucky.
caught in the satin streamers, tucky, and Miss Louetta Wheeler,
In 1935, the University of KenSeveral plants died, particularly
Harlan countian3 became interestwhich were tied in love knots.
Mrs. Park Wheeler and Mr. James
ed in whether Cie Giant Sequoya, those in course sandy soils receiv- tucky became one of the first inKentucky.
Hickman,
of
Everett
or the California Redwood, would ing full sun. Some of the most suc- stitutions of' higher learning to ofAttending the bride as maid of
grow in the region. Larry Craft, in- cessful plants grew from 12 to 18 fer coeducational classes in phyhonor was her sister, Miss Faye
sical education.
structor of botany at the University inches last spring alone.
Rudd*. Bridesmaids were Miss
It takes a Giant Sequoya a hunof Kentucky Southeast Community
Debbie Carver, sister of the groom,
LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
SHOP
College, obtained 500 Giant Sequoya dred years to reach full maturity.
and Miss Carol Luther. They wore
seedlings which he planted in Har- This generation may not see the
formal gowns of pink peau de sole,
full growth of Harlan County's new
lan, Letcher and Bell counties.
designed along empire lines, with
"Since then," Craft says, "the residents. The next, however, may
A-line skirts. The bodice and elbow'
seedlings have received no special see a new kind of sky scraperlength sleeves were fashioned of
attention," and he added that 300 feet tall—in the mountains.
white lace over pink. Back interest
was created by a panel of lace,
which flowed gracefully from a bow
et the square neckline. Their veils
Following the rehearsal of the
of pink tulle were attached to miniwedding, which
Ruddle-Carver
ature pill-box hats of pink peau de
was held in the First Baptist
sole. They wore short, wrist-length
Church on Saturday evening, June
white gloves and matching shoes.
10, Mr. and Mrs. Roy W. Carver,
single
a
Each attendant carried
of the groom, entertained
long-stemmed pink rose, encircled parents
with a rehearsal dinner in the
with tulle and tied with pink satin
Terrace Room of the Park-Terrace
streamers.
Restaurant.
Attending the groom as best man
The T-shaped tahle was health
was Roney Tosh of Ann Arbor,
fully decorated with floral arrangeMichigan. Bobby Harrison, Lynn
ments of gladioli and daisies and
Jetton and Jim Burton served as
white tapers in crystal candelabra.
ushers and groomsmen.

Many Area Students Listed On MSC
Spring Honor Roll Just Released Carter - Haas
Wedding Party
Feted At Dinner

UK Botanist Sets
500 Redwood Trees

Carvers Host
Wedding Party
At Park Terrace

For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Ruddle chose a dress of pink silk
linen, with overlays of scalloped
lace beginning at the shoulders and
extending down each side in front.
She wore a hat of pink organza
petals and her accessories matched her costume. A pink cymbidium
orchid was pinned at her shotdder.
.

Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance serylc• 'NMI 2 staff members on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332

Starts Thursday, June 29th
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Of all the
ireat Bourbons,
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in Kentucky,
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Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 00 Proof & 100 Proof
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SUMMER READING FOR KENTUCKY'S CHILDREN—Employees at the Kentucky Department of
Libraries pack a new selection of children's books for
distribution to 104 Bookmobiles participating in the
State's Regional Library System. Miss Margaret
Willis, State Librarian, said that more than 21,000 of
the books should be catalogued, processed and delivered by July 1 to the Bookmobiles where they will
join a wide variety of available reading material
for all ages.

HOSPITJ

News Fi

Dresses

For the dinner the honoree was
wearing a navy and white frock.
designed on A-lines. Her gift cor
sage was of white carnations.

The go-thchurcii ,r .vement can
be -given your personal support
without any community-wide drive.

.741eab'Salki

••••••••••••90•••ft2 ell Setslit S•

A delicious three-course dinner
was served. Miss Ruddle and Mr
Carver presented gifts to their attendants.

The guest list included Miss Rudtile and Mr. Carver, Mr. and Mrs.
Newton Ruddle, parents of the
bride, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Carver,
parents of the groom, Rev. James
Best, Mr. Norman White, Mr.
Roney Tosh, Miss Gail Battley,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Harrison, Mr.
and Mrs. Lynn Jetton, Miss Faye
Ruddle, Miss Debbie Carver, Mr.
Jim Burton, Miss Carol Luther,
Mrs. Stephen Finch, Mr. Joe Ecld
Harrison anA Mr. Eddie Ruddle.
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 28:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Myrtle Johnson, Mrs. Etta
May Tyson, Mrs. Dexter Fowler,
Mrs. Lilly Bell Hop is. Mrs Tuniiy Liver147 lAN. Dora Nall, Miss
Brown,
Mrs. James
Roberta
Adams, Mrs. Billy Clark, Fulton;
Paul Wade, Mrs. Paul Roach,
I 'er-n.^„e Douglas, South Fulton;
Mrs. Roosevelt Island, Union City;
A. W. Tarver, Mrs. Clayton Kyle,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Larry Hicks and
baby, Frank Canter, Mayfield.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lee Cathay,- Mrs. Lizzie
Murphy, Barney Yates, Charles L.
Notes, Harry Shupe, Presley Campbell, R. E. Tamer, Miss Inez Bin.
ford, N. G. Cook, Fulton; Mrs.
Viola Gambill. Mrs. Lola Sellars,
Mrs. Margaret McGuire, Dave
Winfrey, Mrs. Delores Burke,
South Fulton. Mrs Ruby Jackson,
Route 1, Fulton; Loney Anderson,
Route 3, Fukon; Mrs. Kerineth
Crawford and baby, Turner Pursell,
Roy Cruce, Route 4, Fulton; Loyd
Vi'iggins, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Lorene Themes, Neal McAlister,
Luther Weaver, Water Valley;
Harry Hicks, Mrs. Berdie Tuck,
F:wing Wilson, Miss Eunice McAlister, Route 1, Water Valley:
Mrs. Omar Rhode, Route 2, Water Valley; John Ltd, Mrs. Radie
B. Carter, Clinton; rs. John Hutson, Route 1, Wimp; Mrs. Nora
Oliver, Route 2, Wingo; Mrs. Bea,
trice Roberts, Route 1, Hickman:
Mrs. Dorothy Mason, Route 3,
Martin; Mrs. Shirley Johnson
Route 1, Crutchfield.

DEATHS

Mr. Narve/ S-eats Oh3irrnan of
the Onion ASC County Committee
announced today that the county
Funeral services for Mrs. Enos has been designated as a disaster
Public Law 85-58. This
Winiams were 1.,(44
,
4...st. Frulay,
june 23, in the First Christian
Church at Hickman, with Rev. N.
T. Patton, pastor of the church, officiating. Burial was in the Hickman city cemetery, with Barrett
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Williams, a resident of
Hickman, died in the Obion County
General Hospital in Union City on
June 22.
She was the mother of Mrs. Leroy Poyner of Clinton, formerly a
teacher at Beelerton School.

Mrs. Enos Williams

Huey J. Holder
Huey J. Holder died suddenly at
his home, Route 2, Water Valley,
last Sunday, June 25.
Funeral services were held on
Tuesday, June. 27, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel, with Rev.
Leon Penick and Rev. Roy Clark
officiating. Burial was in the Water
Valley Cemetery.
Surviving are two daughter's,
Mrs. Marjorie Moyers, a nurse at
Fulton Hospital, and Mrs. Carolyn
Gillium of Lincoln Park, Mich.;
two brothers, Gene Holder of Bandana, Ky., and Dallas Holder of
Paducah, and seven grandchildren.

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

iwwidemnmeml

FT. LEONARD WOOD, MO.—
Army Private First Class James
W. Bushart, 28, son of Mrs. H. L.
Bushart, 209 Fourth St.,—Fuhon,
Ky., completed a cooking course
at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., June 16.
During the course, he was trained in cake and pastry baking, meat
cutting, and learned to prepare
and serve food in Army mess halls
and in the field.

Lee Rucker
Lee Rocker died Sunday, June
25, at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. James A. Koon, in Memphis.
Funeral services were held on
June 27 in Whitnel Funeral Home
Chapel, with Rev. Homer E. Jones,
pastor of the First Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial was in
Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Rucker. 80, was employed
by Browder's Mill for a number of
years and retired two years ago as
Office manager of the Union City
Grain Company in Union City. He
was a member of the First Methodist Church in Fulton and of the
Merman B. Daniels Sunday School
class.
His wife, Mrs. Hester Brittain
Rucker, preceded him in death in
1960.
Surviving are his daughter, Mrs.
James A. Koon of Memphis; one
brother, Jim Rucker of Houston,
Texas, and four grandchildren.

Airports Build Industry
"Airport facilities tend to in'
crease industrial devekmment in
their areas. A community cannot
expect to attract new industry
without modern transportation facilities ,and that means airports as
well as highways," says Governor
Edward T. Breathitt.
TESTS FOR JOBS

old.

About two-thirds of the applicants
for State Government employment
pass their job tests, according to
the Kentucky Department of Personnel. The tests are given under
the State's merit system law.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
beheesin Martin and Union City
Thursday, Friday - June 29-30
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk
David Niven, Peter Sellers

The Pink Panther
and
Peter Sellers, Eike Sommer

A Shot In The Dark
Saturday, July 1st
THREE SHOWS
Starts at Dusk
m Zimbalist Jr. Yvette Minieux

The Reward
at-

and
Gary Clarke, Chris Noel

Wild, Wild Winter
also
James Garner, Sandra Dec

A Man Could Get Killed
Sunday - Monday, July 2-3
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Cary Grant, Doris Day

That Touch Of Mink
and
Gregory Peck,

To Kill A Mockingbird
Tuesday, Wednesday, July 4-5
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Glenn FordStelia Stevens

Rage
and
Audie Murphy

•
•

Arizona Raiders

rnade ,J.Jc Li ex
des'oation
cessive rainfall add flooding in the
spring of 1987 resulting in damage
to farmland. Under this approval
cost-share assistance can be re-

quested by eligible producers to flood damages, Practice F-3-1313) correct land damage caused by the reestablishment
of
permanent
recent flooding.
vegetative cover destroyed or serFour emergency practices- apply iously damaged by hood and Practo Obion County. These are Prac- tice F-3-B(4) - reconstructing farm
tice F-3-B(1) - restoring of farm- fences. Farmers in the county who
land damaged by excessive rain- were adversely affected by the
fall or flooding, Practice F-3-B(2) - severe rains during the middle of
establishment of permanent vegeta- May should contact the Obion ASCS
(ive cover on areas on Which mea- County Office in Union City to learn
sures are performed to correct more of the details of each prac-

Afeecare

I
•

•

Obion County Declared A Disaster
Area, ASCS Office Announces Today

Fred C. Redditt
Funeral services for Fred C. Redditt were held on Tuesday, June
27, in the Olson Methodist Church
with the Rev. John L. Deal of Halls
officiating. Burial, in charge of
Johnson Funeral Home of Newbern, was in East View Cemetery in Union City. He would have
been 97 years of age next August
1.
Mr. Redditt died Monday, June
26, in the Obion County General
llospital, where he had been a patient for several weeks. His wife
preceded him in death in 1958.
He had worked as a brick contractor, but had been retired for
many years. He had been a resident of Parkway Manor Nursing
Home in Fulton for several years
He was a member of the Obion
Methodist Church.
Surviving are five daughters,
Mrs. Ruth Scott of Fulton, Mrs.
Kathleen Cook a..24 Mrs. Doris Fox
of Union City, "Mrs. Julia McDonald of Obion and-Mrs. Lois Satterwhite of Nashville; three sons,
Jack W. Redclltt. of Nashville,
Frank L. Redditt of Brewton, Ala.,
and Fred R. Redditt of Peru, Ind.,
grandchildren, nineteen
fifteen
great grandchildren and two greatgreat grandchildren.

Mrs. Elvin Evans
Mrs. Elvin Evans of Route 3,
Clinton, died Monday, June 26, in
the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital.
Funeral services were held Wednesday, June 28, in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, with the
Rev. Tommy Grubbs and Rev,
Larry Young officiating. Burial
was in Spring Hill Cemetery.
Surviving are her husband; four
daughters, Mrs. Lola Grogan and
Mrs. Betty Jo Daniels of Clinton,
Mrs. Linda Johnson of Tri City and
Mrs. Helen Smith of Sikeston,
Mo.; three sons, J. C. Evans of
Clinton, Wayne Evans of Watervliet, Mich., and Earl Ray Evans
of Indianapolis; five sistesr, Mrs.
Georgia Keeling and Mrs. Annie
Yates of Paducah, Mrs. Jewell
Dowdy of Detroit, Mrs. Nettie
Crouch of Ashland, and Mrs. Hetty
Memphis, nineteen
Arnold of
and four greatgrandchildren
grandchildren.
Regardless of what you think,
character is still the best security
for a loan.

lice.
After a cost-snare request is
filed by the proclucers and before
any approval is authorized by tht
county committee, a committet
representative will visit the farm
to question the assistance ane
verify that the new conservation
problem was created by excessive
rainfall and flooding in the spring
of 1967.

OPEN MONDAY JULY 3RD UNTIL 7P. M.
CLOSED ALL DAY TUESDAY JULY 4
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

Semi Boneless

HAMS49

Isitsquare
to be
patriotic?

WHOLE OR HALF

(
Hams
(Lb.
Wieners
Chicken Livers
Super Right Smoked
12 To 16 Lb

Sup•r Right Skinless

Lb. Box

NED HAMLB.S$
CAN
S049

A

LB.
a/
CAN
If

READY TO
SERVE

Country Ham
Turkeys •Loi
1/4 Pork Loin

u.89t

10 To 22 Lb.

Lb. 394

Sups?. Right
Sliced Into Chops

Lb. 794

Sftecial Sale/ MILD & MELLOW

in
t.

As July 4th approaches, we want to go on record as saying:

69

Whaled. Half

U.S.D.A. Inspect's! Grad* A

We've been first-hand witnesses to this fact for a long time.
In our business, we've seen good,sound competition grow and prosper.
We welcome it.
It keeps us on our toes.

179

CAN

Va. Form Broad

The United States is today,
and has been since its founding,the land of opportunity.

Lis

Lb Picg.

594

•U.S.D.A.Frozen
(Lb 494

If it is... then, by golly, we're square.
Because we're proud of our American heritage...
grateful for the free enterprise system that has afforded us the privilege
of serving the American people for more than a century.

59C
2 Vs
5

Whole Half Or
Butt Portion

Shank Portion
Lb, 555

.. • EIGHT O'CLOCK
'gr:t
or \ COFFEE stx3 975

"We're proud of being Americans."

EIGHT°

As we said:
"If this be square,then we're square."
COPYR/GHT•1967. THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACI1NOTEA CO

act

SAVE 8t 1-LB. BAG 59C

—

S

Holiday-Priced! A&P Groceries!

Fresh Produce
MEXICAN SUGAR LOAF

SUPER RIGHT

Pineapple
EA. 39C

Lunchmeat
12-0Z.
CAN

39t

Jane Parker

MEADOWBROOK DILL

BREMNERS JUMBO

Pies

Pickles

CHOCOLATE OR BANANA
PKGS. 100
I
%, 0F12

Polish Or Kosher Style

SPEARS
260.. 43t
Jar

32-0Z.43C
JAR

A&P Pineapple-Grapefruit, Tropical Punch, Grope
Also Pineapple Or Grapefruit Juice

LIL
BAG

SANDWICH

Bread
4 14-Z. 89t
(SAVE 19t)

INFS.
CRISP-FRESH

3 1” 89 Potato
Fruit Drin s
36c Chips
ers
Crack
am
Grah
Sugar
(SAVE lot) cot
Ea. 89c
49c
2
Aristocrat Crackers
4 89c
Grapefruit Sections
Apple Pie
Lettuce Beverages YATTiccv'o`rt
89c
:.:
1
1
12
al,
20 99t EA. Vr
LB. 39C Charcoal
Phase la Soap f Swan Liquid
, Lux Liquid
REG. SIZE
1-Pe(T;T:()E 56C
BATH SIZE
cLt
(PINK)

Watermelon

Cans

No

(Compare Size)

1 Lb Box

4 Pak Saltines

I
B1° :s

Guaranteed

1 Lb
Cans

'"

AP
Grade A

FRESH TENDER BIBS

Regular Or Low Calori•

1-LB. BOX J

DELICIOUS

(SAVE 1019

(A & P Lighter Qt• 35a
A&P Briquets
Heavy Duty Wonderfoil 18" o 25' Roll 495

PINT 6-0Z.
BOTTLE, ejU

..„,„.•
Lifebuoy Soap ...bs,..
Praise Soap

-} Kleenex
Towels
(SAYE 4)
2-ROLL PKG.47
CI

Kleenex

DINNER NAPKINS
(SAVE 36t)
099c
PKGS5.
OF

Snowy
Bleach
16-0Z.
BOX

A.
I"'

45c 2 37t
2
,
c
.. 2 e-• 39t

BOTTLE2.0 33

BARS

2

a‘r•

BARS

L

Z.

Lux (PINK)) Soap
714
es, Lux Toilet Soap

39C Coldwater All

3 Bar 33t
29t
2
Pig

Both S1.•
••

Crisco
Holiday Savings! Dairy Buys!
Shortening
Med. Size
Velveeta Ice Cream Margarine
EGGS
c 1-LB.
09
GAL. CTN.S1
9tCTNS.
WILSONS VIENNA
LB. 99t
3 doz. 89c 2 LOAF
Sausage
YOUYOU
Krafts

Our Most Popular Brand

Cheese Spread

Play Bonus Bingo

Nutley

Morsel Vanilla

T
UPCAN
WINP

'1000

No Purchase
Roquirod
To Play

\
)9CIIV LT4
16a rs.z C.9 C11

3 79C
4-0Z.
CAN

19t

PNIZM SLIP
1.1•0.•••••11141

$100
Winner

TWIN" rattan
0.0141
051 .

01

Clorox Bleach
QT.

1 2 GAL.
/

23c 35c
Clara Kerney
403 Ky. Ave.
Fulton, Ky.

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU
SATURDAY, JULY 1st.
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try is equal to several
size industrial factories.

OBION COUNTY

Varoa

average

During the month of May over
1,500,000 pounds of Grade A milk
was sold by Obion County dairy
farmers to milk processors. We're
glad we have some young farme:s
MILK -- BIG BUSINESS IN
in Obion County going into the
OBION COUNTY
dairy farming business. John Bur9,000 TONS OF MILK
row, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mac Burjust
W, of near South Fulton, has
Although the number of Dairy graduated from the University of
deFarmers in Obion County has
Tennessee, where he made an outcreased over 300 percent in the last standing record majoring in dairyng
produci
to his
20 years, we still are
of ing, and John has returned herd.
and shipping out over 9,000 tens
Obion County farm and dairy
Twenty
year.
Grade A milk each
Just a few years ago John had the
ycars ago we had about 165 Grade grand champion Guernsey cow at
County,
Obion
A dairy farmers in
the National Jr. Guernsey Cattle
while today we have 40 Grade A Show at Waterloo, Iowa. The averabout
thing
amazing
farmers. The
age age of the Obion County farmer
our dairy farmers is that we are is increasing each year and we aleach
milk
total
much
as
producing
ways like to see young men such as
-ear now as we did 20 years ago, John Burrow enter the farming
numless
lot
a
have
we
although
business.
ber of dairy farmers. This is possiherds
dairy
size
larger
to
due
bly
.nd improved production practices.
DATES TO REMEMBER
Yes, some people think that dairy- FARM
ng is not too important to our
July 6 - Livestock Directors
.conomy in Obion County but if Meeting - Jackson.
money
ou will calculate bow much
July 20 - Feeder Pi: :'
1,000 tons of Grade A milk returns Dresden.
redollars
o our farmers, plus the
-eived by our farmers from milk
aping to cheese and ice cream
BACKRUBBING TIME
'slants, plus milk going to evaporatadd
will
total
the
Last week I observed a number
ed milk plants
ip to almost a MILLION DOL- of herds of beef cattle where the
LARS. A million dollar dairy indus- use of a backrubber for the control
of flies would be a profitable practice. All research proves that cattle
having access to such a fly control
measure make more economical
and efficient gains.
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

Backrubbers have come into
widespread use for control of biting flies on cattle in the field. Good
control of horn or cow flies and
fairly good control of face flies can
be had. Stationary types of rubbers,
with the rubber being strung between posts sunk in the ground or
between trees or in similar situations, have been in use. Ordinarily

See us for - - -

Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulion

472-1341

in and up like the
No Bulbs--No Belts-No Straps. Holds rupture
For Reducible
Best
the
t
-Accep
Other
No
Accept
hand

RUPTURE
Rapture

CITY DRUG COMPANY

PHONES 70, 428

408 LAKE STREET

• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

The rain we wanted so badly
finally came Wednesday night;
0., tie
with it quite a bit of wind, thunder
and lightning.
Mrs. Mollie Erranton and Mrs.
Pearl Cain called to see Mrs. Edith
Yates Monday of last week.
Mrs. Ammie Seay was the guest
According to Joe D. Burns, As- of her sister, Mrs. Maggie Pankey,
With JIM PRYOR
Unisociate Extension Agronomist,
Wednesday.
C..frgh lUIlfS
ILarkah•ra/ Agost. iII4.à
versity of Tennessee "We have obMrs. Herschel Hicks is home
pest
a
is
from the hospital in Memphis, but
served that broom sage
WHEAT - 1947
at
in
low
are
is returning soon for possible surin pastures which
a
The United States is producing
least one of the following elements; gery.
All
year.
this
crop
agriby
wheat
supplied
is
bumper
calcium which
Virgil Rowland is home for a
reports indicate it to be the biggest culture limestone, potash, or phos- while, after spending several
to
vital
is
Wheat
rewhich
1958.
grazing
since
Heavy
crop
phate.
months in Detroit with his sons
the welfare of the worki and is used tards grass and legume growth and their families.
for good universally by both man leaves the ground bare and enMr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd visited
and livestock.
courages the entrance of broom in Water Valley one afternoon last
sage and other weeds."
week, guests of their aunts, Mrs.
We, here in the mid-south, are
Sallie Floyd and Allie Hawkins.
busing
produci
wheat
Agronom
the
Smith,
in
E.
back
Dr. George
Mrs. Thelma Puckett, of Yachtness. Years ago, many acres of ist for the University of Missouri, cah, spent
Wednesday rnght with
land was devoted to wheat produc- says that he believes the fertility is her
Hattie
sister-in-law, Mrs.
tion. At that time yields per acre a key to getting rid of broom sage.
Puckett, of Pilot Oak.
were low and in most cases un- Dr. Smith said, "Plowing and reCarlisle Cruse remains in a
profitable, when compared to some seeding alone will not eliminate
Memphis hospital, after having had
crops. It was necessary, however, broom sage."
surgery last week. We hope he will
to produce wheat for food. Back
Research in Experiment Stations soon be able to come home.
then transportation facilities were
that burning
Mr. and Mrs. Al Smoot and Mr.
not what they are today. It was from all the area say
elimination and Mrs. Frank Smoot and three
necessary to produce at home in is not the answer to the
found that children of Akron have returned
order to have flour for bread mak- of broom sage. We have
CORPSMEN COVER ABANDONED WELLS-Two
burning destroys a few desirable to their home, after visiting in
proCorps
ing.
Youth
orhood
in
a
Neighb
pants
partici
plants left in the field and makes Kentucky several days as guests of
gram, sponsored by the Kentucky Department of NatThen there was a time when we conditions even better for broom Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson and
encase
e
the
remov
n,
y
divisio
ural Resources forestr
practically went out of the wheat sage to come into pastures. Here other relatives here.
ment boards from a new permanent cement cover for
Mrs. F:sta Moore and Mrs. Lela
business. Some farmers sowed are four rules for broom sage con.
Forest
State
ile
an old, abandoned well in Pennyr
small acreages for cover crop pur- trol; (1) do not over graze (2) clip Bushart were guests of Mrs. Edith
and
s,
a
Spring
n
Donald Matheny (left), 17, Dawso
poses and it was also used as
pastures to keep weeds from seed- Yates Saturday afternoon.
Gary Holland, 17, Crofton, are among a group of 50
Mrs. Roy Emerson visited her
nurse crop. Some, of course, was ing (3) top dress according to sod
the
harvested for food.
Corpsmen working in Western Kentucky under
tests (4) if clovers fade from your sister, Mrs. Alma Boulton, Thursold
program. The boys have located and covered 20
pasture reseed in the sod or pre- day.
The upsurge in wheat production
seed bed.
Mrs. Bertha Yates is staying
wells, hazardous remnants of the area's pre-State
few years ago. New pare a new
a
only
came
some of her children since
with
forest days when the land was publicly owned.
varieties made it possible to ina Mayfield hospital releaving
crease yields per acre. New types
EXTENSION CENTERS
she has a speedy reHope
cently.
Toxaand
it
chlor,
of harvesting machinery made
Construction of extension centers covery.
rubbers are placed near feed, Roulet, Methoxy
against
e
with
effectiv
phene being most
passible to harvest a big crop
planned this year by the State will
Mrs. Rama Nelson and Mrs
water or salt. Effective backrub- face flies.
a small amount of labor. With put a vocational school within driv- Dana Williams, of Oak Ridge, are
bers can be made from barb wire
the
follow
wheat we found we could
ing distance of every Kentuckian, visiting their sisters, Mrs. Ira
arid worn out feed sacks.
harvested crop with soybeans. We says Governor Edward T. Br...•
Raines of Pilot Oak and Mrs.
Getg".
croppin
ON EVERGREENS call this "double
Gilliam of Dukedom, at this
Totsie
Dairymen always have a problem BAGWORMS
of
piece
a
on
year
ting two crops a
time.
with flies and due to regulations
ms are starting to hatch land has increased the farmer's
Bagwor
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and
they must control flies. Butch Win- on evergroom shrubbery around income. The plan has worked well
Picnic Tables
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were Sunday
ters of the Midway area, who is homes. They are small now and and this today is a common pracPrisoners at Kentucky State dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
milking about 65 cows, can give a hard to see. They are easily killed
tice.
Penitentiary at Eddyville are build- W. Rutklie of Fulton.
good testimonial as to one way that now with most any insecticide.
to be used
dairymen can kill a let of flies. We When they get big in late July, they
The latest estimate by the U. S. ing 1,500 picnic tables
and
have a backrubber demonstration can kill a host shrub. The only con- Department of Agriculture shows at Kentucky's State Parks
Remodeled Lately?
with Mr. Winters using Ciodrin trol materials then are Zectron and our 1967 total wheat production to Shrines.
used
be
can
that
material
bushels.
only
million
(the
be 1 billion, 550
Cygon or hand picking.
on dairy cattle backrubbers) and
This tops the high production esButch has the backrubber placed
tablished back in 1958 by more than
I
where every cow has to go under STRAW BURNING HAS STARTED 90 million bushels. The June 1st
Amon
MMI"M
last
above
percent
the backrubber after leaving the
18
was
forecast
You'll see a lot of wheat straw year's production and is 28 percent
1. Not on
milking barn. Mr. Winters is well
4. Agitate
pleased with the fly control on his fields burning this week with Obion above average. Although many of
SAO
get
to
8. Watch
milking cows and estimates that County farmers rushing
our .surpluses have disappeared,
7411111111
Neither
11.
he has 90 to 95 percent fewer flies wheat combine" and the fields no doubt if we needed to, we could
12. Rock
A
planted to soybeans. A lot of wheat restore them with our present proM
"
this year compared to last year.
Wages
13.
was combined in the Mason Hall duction-know-bow. The production
llAiliMe
14. Bunches
ii".11
Backrubbers have been limited area last week and we received all
a good ex16. Receptacle
is
year
this
wheat
of
rs
in use to beef cattle only, since kinds of reports as to yield-s of ample of what The American farmRedacto
17.
control ettemicals in use cause wheat. I found while visiting A. J.
18. Sharpens
alie
er can do.
19. Rotate
illegal residues to appear in the Hanks at Mason Hall last week
11:10"11
20. Gain
milk of dairy cows. One material, that he was busy plowing a burned
21. Exist
Ciodrin, now is available that dairy over wheat straw field that he had
rilir
23. Neon: chem.
SWEEP BROOM SA, " .20M
cows can utilize on backrubbers. just combined over 40 bushels of
24.-Paso
YOUR FIELDS
All other materials given below are wheat per acre.
25.-Vale
11
li
for beef cattle use ONLY.
28. Fuel
Broom sage is a pest that inMUM
"II.
Walking
30.
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vades pastures and complet
BACKRUBBER OIL SOLUTIONS
stick
l
11"11
covers old fields. In order to find
33. 24 hours
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to
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you
insectic
g
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Dilute followin
broom sage growing, in
34. Dry
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MM.
desired percentage with No. 2 fuel
are not familiar with the weed,
36. That thing' OMM
"
oil or kerosene. Use one of the EC
37. Gold: her.
merely requires a drive through the
18. Exclamation
Ages
39. Prefix: from 50. Cut off bits 55.
solutions, in amounts given, per
country.
20. Fairy
56. Pig pen
51. Bow
40. Loose soil
gallon of oil.
21. Turkish title
42. Blank: print. 52. Face
Today I would like to relate
22. Spoil
Do animals store vitamin A in
opening
e
Perfum
Days between
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done
44.
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24. Consume
their bodies against the day when some work that has been
53.
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46.
experity
Boy
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Corn
49.
do
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27.
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S, slaughter versity of Kentucky professor of ments and farmers. First
ingredient
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with
Apple,
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3.
0 animal science is researching that not confuse broom
50% Malathion 2-3 cup
pear, etc. 29. Quiet
a grass, becuase they are of different
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to awl tests. An additional 1200
pounds of 6-12-12 was added per
acre. He then prepared an extra
fine seed bed and drilled 1 pound
Ladina clover and 18 pounds fescue per acre. The results were, the
following year the fescue controlled
the growth of this broom sage and
also supplied ample grazing. The
following year according to Mr.
Fonts there was not a sprig of
broom sage in the field.
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Ray Cleek Is
Guest Speaker
At Mt. Carmel

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
BY Mrs Carey Melds

Mrs. Rachel Reeves of Columbus,
Ohio, is here on an extended visit
with her brother, Huse McGuire,
and wife and other relatives. Other
Guest speaker at the regular visitors in the McGuire home remeeting of the Women's Missionary cently were Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Society of the Mt. Carmel Baptist Cook and daughter from Knoxville;
Church, Which was held in the Mrs. Inez Harrison and Brenda,
church on June 22, was Ray Cleek Mr. and Mrs. Danny McGuire and
of Union City.
family of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Cleek, a Baptist Student Will Cook and Mr. and Mrs. Richunion graduate from Union Uni- ard McGuire.
ii•rsity at Jackson, Tenn., particiRev. Russell Rogers filled his
pated in summer missionary work appointment at New Salem Baptist
during
the
Mexica
summer Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
in New
of 1966. Sponsored by Home Mis- and also at the evening worship
,,aesary Board of the Southern Bap- which follows the BTU meeting at
tists, he served as counsellor for 6:30 p. m. Sunday School convenes
the Royal Ambassador Camp in at 10 a. m. Let everyone keep in
New Mexico, and spent his last mind that the summer revival will
week at Glorieta, N. M. at the begin on the third Sunday in July.
foreign missionary conference, He Rev. Bobby Pruitt is the visiting
showed slides and gave a most in- evangelist.
teresting talk concerning his work.
By mistake, this writer stated
The meeting aliened with the last week that Mr. and Mrs. Danny
and
four
members
visitors True and son were here on a few
nine
singing "Send The Light". The days visit, also Mrs. Leonora True
by
was
prayer
Mrs.
to
Martha of New Florence, Mo. It was Mr.
call
Sheehan, who read Matthew 9:35- and Mrs. H. R. True, the Diciest son
of Mrs. Ralph True and the late
Mrs Charles /simnel., president, Ralph (Buster) True. They visited
ails in charge of the business meet- in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True, near here. Beg paring.
Guests, in addition to Mr. Cleek, don, please.
Grant Bynum remains about the
were his mother, of Union City,
same as last report. He is able to
Gena Bennett and Clara Demerit.
be getting out quite a bit on his
lawn. Many visitors drop by to see
him and chat for a while.
Southeast Students
Wes.s Jones was carried back to
Volunteer General Hospital in
Martin last week, where he is unEarn College Funds
der special treatment. We hope he
will improve shortly and -be able
Draining of a swampland or lay- to get back home.
ing a pipeline may not be everyRev. Martin Chambers, his son,
body's cup of tea, but when you're Dr. Bob Chambers, wife and chiltrying to get through college, a job dren, Dena and John, of Winstonof any kind is welcome. During last Salem. N. C.. arrived the past Frisemester, 62 students at University day for several days visit with all
of Kentucky Southeast Community' the Chambers relatives in District
College at Cumberland took part in 17. A family reunion was held at
the work-study program. many of HYndsuer, Tenn., community centhe male students earning their ter the past Sunday. A bountiful
way by draining a swamp on camp- repast was enjoyed at noon. Invous and laying the pipeline.
cation was by Rev. Chambers. The
The girls worked as secretarial relatives came from Martin, Fulaides, typists and library assist• ton, Oklahoma City and various
ants. Money for the work-study other places. The afternoon was
program was provided by the fed- spent in core ersation and rem ieral government and the Univer- niscing. Flash shots were made of
sity, through its various fund the family, who are rarely together.
sources.
The day was enjoyed by everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. Baton Lassiter
THE PARSON SPEAKS— spent Sunday with their children,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene LaSsiter, and
(Continempd from page Two)
sons, Mark and Stevie, in Martin.
devils who themselves once beautiful with grace are cast from before
the face of God.
Chnst warned us that if it is our
hand that causes us to sin, "cut it
off," if it is our eye, "pluck it out."
"Fqr_it is better to enter life lame
and -blind than to be cast into hell."
No price is too great to pay, no
suffering too severe to bare, to win
the struggle against evil. "For
what does it profit a man if he
gain the whole world and lose his
sou l?"
Auntie, since the faithful believer
in Christ has this life, we are all
more closely kin to each other
than blood brothers and sisters. We
have the one life of God within us.
IF we can live this life of love as
children of God and brothers to
each other, we will he the saints
through whom the light of God will
manifest His glory.
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WATER VALLEY BAPTIST CHURCH
The Water Valley Baptist Church was organized in the year
1868. For almost a century it has stood for and earnestly "contended for the faith once delivered unto the saints".
The church now worships in a building located on highway
1283 just one block west of highway 45. The building was formerly located near the I. C. railroad tracks just north of where the

UK Professor
Attends Meet
On Behaviorism

"Why people behave as they do"
long ago became a science in its
own right, wgh behaviorists more
and more dominating certain college disciplines.
Although lawyers are primarily
concerned with the person who has
been accused of committing a
crime, the Association of American
Law Schools and the Law and Society Association believe tomorPCPW's attorney should know more
about the law "in its broad context
of society and social change."
The two organizations will sponLet us pray for each other.
sor a seminar June 26 - July 26 at
Loving nephew, Massie.
the University of Denver to evaluate social science research tools
and methods. Representing the
University of Kentucky College of
JOBLESS BENEFITS
Law will tie Prof. Alvin L. Goldcompensation man, one of 23 law professors from
Unemployment
maximum benefits will be increas- the U. S. and Canada chosen to pared $2 a week to $47 for claims filed ticipate.
on or after July 1 of this year, according to the State Department of
KENTUCKY READERS
Economic Security.
Last year the average Kentuck2 books from public li1
ian read 3/
braries and Bookmobiles, the KenSUNDAY
GO TO CHURCH
tucky Department of Libraries reports.
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years

Bank of Water Valley and the U. S. Post Office now stand.
Since the above picture of the church was made, extensive remodeling has been under way and is almost completed at the present time. The vestibule has been enlarged, all new furniture in the
sanctuary and brick veneering has been completed on the exterior.
The oldest living members of trie church are two brothers,
Vodie and Edd Rhodes and their sister, Mrs. Mlle Morgan, all of
Water Valley. Mrs. Morgan united with the church and was
baptized in 1896. Though she and her brothers are well up in
years, they all attend church services faithfully.
Sunday School and preaching services are conducted by the
church each Sunday morning and preaching services are hold
each Sunday evening. Each Wednesday evening is given to prayer
and Bible study. The church provides a place for every member

Rev, Leon Penick, Pastor

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4)2-3951

Fulton

'MO

J. B. 1M[A.NESS & SONS
Greenfield. Two.

The present pastor, Reverend Leon Penick, is a native of Marlin, Tennessee. He came to Water Valley the last of November
1965 from an eight year pastorate with the Fairview Baptist
Church, Paris, Tennessee. However, a Kentucky pastorate is not
new to Brother Penick. He served as pastor of the Cuba Baptist
Church, also in Graves County, in 1955-56 and 57.
This pastor and church sincerely invite you to attend our services; worship and study adth us, and to pray for us as we endeavor to lilk up Him who said, "If I be lifted up I wilildrawitH
men to me".
SCHEDULE of SERVICES
Wednesday
Prayer Services — 7:30 p. m.

Sunday
Sunday School — 10:00 a. m.
11:00 a. m.
—
Worship
Evening Worship - 7:00 p. m.

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

THE CITIZENS BANK

Your Prescription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky,

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky,

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18c1

congregational singing.

SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 4723386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Greenfield
phoe. 235.2293

of the family, regardless of age. The congregation is made up of
people of all ages.
The Water Valley Church is known particularly for its soundness in Bible doctrine. It is also recognized for its good choral and

(Photos Courtesy Gardner's Studio)

This Feature Is Published With The Hope rat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

South Fulton, Tenn.

'Large Display
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

WATER VALLEY, KY,

—

Dukedom, Tenn.

Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Hickman, Ky,

Phone 236-2655

Green florist supplies
Dial 479.1371

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Fulton, Kentucky

"The Revell Store"
472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Lake Street

Dial 472.2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Hickman, Ky.

'King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

Phone: 469-5414

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-7371
r..

Say,
The

Three Local Students
Named To Dean's List

Joe Sanders Is New
Rotary President
Joe Sanders was installed Tues'ay as the new President of the Fulton
lotary Club, succeeding Guy Upton.
Other officers for the incoming
-ear beginning July 1st include Harold
Ienderson, Vice-PreSident (reelected),
-oe Johnson, secretary-treasurer suc•eeding Joe Sanders, and Jerry Dumas,
lergeant-at-Arm's, succeeding Bob
'organ.
The new officers were installed by
alwin Cook Rice, native Fultonian
nd long-time resident of Springfield,
lo., a longtime Rotarian in the Springield Club and presently a senior aclye. Mr. Rice is a former President of
:le Springfield Club.
Prior to installation the Club enayed a talk by "Tony" ( Antonio) SanOs, a native of the Philippines and
urrently a visitor at the Roy M. Tay31- farm in Fulton County on the Inarnational Farm Youth Exchange
rogram. Mr. Santos was accompanied
y his hostess, Mrs. R. M. Taylor, and
er daughter, Nancy. A story and picures of Mr. Santos will be found on
age 3, second section, this issue.

Three University of Kentucky
students from Fulton County have
been named to deans' lists in two different UK colleges.
Mrs. Joan Fuller Warren, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Fuller, 307
Orchard Drive, Fulton, was honored by
the UK dean of the College of Education. A 1963 graduate of South Fulton
High School, she was awarded the
bachelor of arts degree at the University's 100th annual commencement exercises held recently in Lexington.

Methodist Church
Announces Changes
Rev. Homer E. Johns, Minister of
he First Methodist Church in Fulton,
3 being transferred to Brownsville as
istrict Superintendent of the Brownsille district, effective July 18.
The announcement, made to the
val congregation last Sunday, came
a surprise, inasmuch as the Rev.
ohns had just been reappointed to the
)cal church.
The transfer is one of a series of
loves resulting from the death of Rev.
ames Irion of the Broadway Church
Paducah. Rev. Henry Russell is beig moved to Paducah, Rev. Johns will
love to Brownsville to replace Rev.
:ussell, and Rev. W. A. Nance, a na.ve of Hazel, Ky., will succeed Rev.
ohns at the &Ilion church.

Fire, thought to have originated
-om a defective hot water heater,
ampletely destroyed a one-story
-ame house occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
ackie Wade near Water Valley last
'riday, June 23. Most of the household
mtents were saved.
Mrs. Wade was at the barn and
iscovered the fire when she returned
)the house.
The Water Valley and Fulton fire
'epartments were called.

Charlotte Ann Foy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Foy, Route 1, Fulton, and Martha Lee DeMyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. DeMyer,
214 Fourth Street, Fulton, were honored by the dean of the UK School of
Home Economics.
Miss DeMyer and Miss Foy also
received bachelor of science degrees at
the University's May commencement.
FIELDS FAMILY—
(Continued From Page One)
time rector of the Episcopal Church
here. Following the group singing of
one stanza of "Best Be the Tie that
Binds," Rev. Miller asked the benediction.
Attending from Fulton were Mr.
and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thompson, Mrs. M. E. Berry,
Mrs. Ben Evans, Mrs. R. C. Pickering,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pickering, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Reams and Peggy, Mark
Fields, Mrs. Joe M. Reed, Mrs. W. S.
Atkins, Jerry F. Atkins, Mrs. D. H.
Sensing, Walt, Donna, Andy and
Cathy, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hastings, Miss Mary
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields
and Dee, Roy D. Taylor, Mrs. Rob
Fowlkes, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, Mrs. Lillian Cate and Mary Ann.
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
E. P. Grymes, Memphis, Mr. and Mrs.
G. H. Dickey, Milan, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Fields DeZonia, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene F. Paschall, and Mrs. Fred Paschall, all of Memphis, Dr. and Mrs. Ben
P. Evans, Glen Evans, and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Marascalco, all of Grenada, Mississippi, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
D. White, Nashville, Mr. and Mrs. Pies
Fields, Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Williams, Benton, Rev. Allen Dodd
Stanley, Ellington, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter Byrd Whitesell, Hunter, John
Bell and Jeanie, Frankfort, Ky., Col.
and Mrs. Robert D. Whitesell, Robin,
Lillian, Martha and Betsy, Norfolk,
Va., Col. and Mrs. Robert H. Ivey,
Augusta, Ga., Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Cooke Rice, Springfield, Mo., Rev. and
Mrs. Alexander Miller, Wilmington,
N. C., Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McNeel
David and Tom, Memphis and Mrs. W.
E. Owens, Hickman.
FIVE IN RACE

Incumbent Bob McCow-an, T. C.
UT-M Enrolls 23 Area McCullooug
h, Paul Pruitt, Troy Jones
Fox are candidates for
and
Lawrence
s
Student
Summer Term
Obion County Sheriff in the August 5
A total of 1,063 students are en(lied for the first term of the summer
larter at The University of Tennese at Martin.
Of this record-breaking total, 980
-e undergraduates and 83 are gradue students. This total represents a 30
rcent increase over summer quarter
166. Twenty-three are from Fulton
id South Fulton.
Enrolled at U-T Martin from
nith Fulton are:
Lucy A. Andrews, Susan Ruth
urrow, Nelda Jo Clement, Charles R.
Aley, Patricia Ann Connell, Edward
3e Ellis, Mary E. Fields, Nicky Leon
3rrester, Dianne Foster, Lana Joyce
utchins, Louellen Jamison, Garry
inn Jones, Martha Jane Lacewell,
'illiam David Long, Cortice Lee
innett, Martin H. Warren Jr., Bone Lee Weaks.
Students from Fulton include:
Dewey E. Dunavant, Ruby L.
ithcock, Willis B. McIntosh, Judith
in Oliver, Suzanne Marie Rogers,
rry Kenneth Williams.

primary.
ATTEND ORIENTATION
A Total of 227 incoming freshmen
attended an all-day orientation and
pre-registration session Saturday preliminary to fall quarter enrollment at
The University of Tennessee at Martin. Kentuckians in attendance included Mark Wayne Phipps, Fulton,
Cheryl Lynn Menees, Cayce, and Larry Bennett Pittman, Clinton.

A contract has been awarded for
100 additional covered boat slips at
Kenla15.e State Park, Governor Breathitt announced this week.
The slips are to be of wood construction with corrugated aluminum
roofing, and will be floated in the
water by means of foam billets.

chairman of the newly-formed Partners of the Alliance fort Progress
ALLIANCE LEADERS VISIT GOVERNOR—Dr. Gallo Ballizsteros of Quito, Ecuador,
Looking on (from lift) are: Mrs. Paul Westpheling of FulTuesday.
Capitol
the
to
visit
a
during
T.
Breathitt
Edward
Governor
in Ecuador is greeted by
State; Mrs. Tom Nelson of Frankfort; and Urban Wittig of
of
Department
S.
U.
the
ton; Wade Fleetwood of Washington, representing AID, an agency of
which Kentucky is a member. Mrs. Westpheling and Airs.
of
Alliance
the
of
Partners
the
of
Association
National
the
to
Milwaukee, executive assistant
private, non-profit, voluntary aid agency helping Ecuador"•
is
which
Alliance
the
of
Nelson are steering committee members of the Kentucky Partners
"
program
people-to-people
contact,
direct
a
ians in specific areas through

Senator Cooper Praises Safer Highway
Designs Developed In KentuckyProgram
Senator John Sherman Cooper
(R-Ky) today praised the new program for safer highway design, developed by State highway officials
and recently adopted by the Bureau of Public Roads.
Highway Department officials in
Kentucky and other States had expressed concern that requiring the
new safety features not only in new
road plans, but also on roads already under constructidn, could result in delays. But Cooper said the
Washington policy directive had
evidently been misinteipieted by
some Federal regional and district
engineers, attempting to apply the
new features uniformly without regard for the prac'ir-I judgment of
State officials.
Senator Cooper h. been in touch
with the Federal Highway Administrator, Lowell K. Bridwell, who
described the new safety guidlines
as recommendations, and said they
were not ir.tended to be implemented by Federal district engineers as
if they were rigid construction
specifications. "Mr. Bridwell has
asasured me", Cooper said, "it is
not expected or intended that the
new safety features delay road construction."
Bridwell pointed out, however,
that State Highway Departments
would be expected to review their
highway plans and to include the
new safety features on road projects now underway — wherever
this could be done with reasonable
effort and without excessive cost.
Senator C,edfier is a ranking
member of the Committee on Public Works, which has jurisdiction
over the Federal-aid highway pro -

gram. "During our hearings last
year on the Highway Safety Act,"
Cooper said, "I urged that better
safety standards be developed and
applied as quickly as possible to
Interstate construction, and to the
Federal-aid system of primary,
secondary and urban roads. I am
very glad that the States have developed these new recommendations, and that they have been
adopted by the Bureau of Roads "
"Highway safety is of tremendous

The new highway safety recommendations include widening of
bridges, greater setback of signs
and use of "break-away" sign supports. It has been found that "ran-

"The objective of the new guidelines," Cooper said, "is to enable
the States to secure the most safety per dollar. In addition, the action
of the Bureau of Public Roads authorizes the use of Federal funds
for a comprehensive State program
to eliminate existing hazards, and
to correct danger points on prtt;ent
Federal-aid highways—and gives
this program a high priority."
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SUMMER DRESSES
Now Sale Priced

UK Orientation
To Attract 10,000
Students, Parents
Over 10,000 persons will visit the
University of Kentucky campus
during a 17-day period this summer
as freshmen, community college
and transfer students take part in
UK's seventh annual summer orientation program.
Charles R. Wait, UK taw student
and director of the orientation program, said that from July 5 to
August 1, approximately 4,000 students will complete most of the
registration and classification process at one-day sessions.
Community college transfer students will open the orientation sessions. They will register July 5-7.
Other transfer students will register July 31 and Aug. 1.
Incoming freshmen will meet
their advisors and sign up for classes each Tuesday through Friday.
July 11-28.
Approximately 2000 students are
eexpeeted each day during the
period. They will begin orientation
sessions at 8 a. m. and finish about
3:30 p. m. Students unable to attend summer orientation sons
will register Aug. 27-29.

importance," Senator Cooper added, "for it affects the lives of our
people. Accidents, and their constant possibility, touch nearly every
family."

the-road .' accidents are now the
float common type, and for this
reason the new design features
recommenend a clear "recovery
area" up -to 30 feet off the edge of
the pavement, havir7 a slope not
greater than 6 to I.
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1961 C

A lucky purchase lets you save $3.50 to $5.50 on every one ....
right in the heart of the season! Made by a famous maker whose
name we can't mention because of the low prices. Good selection of
colors, styles and sizes.

1961

C

1961 C

STYLES:
Short Sleeves
Sleeveless
ve Step-in Styles
Back-zips and Shirtwaists
—

Famous Tent Bodies

— 2-Piece Models

MATERIALS:
—

K lopm an's Dacron' Polyster-Cotton
solids, stripes, florets, woven
checks and plaids
100% Dacron' Polyster
whipped cream
Kodel* Polyster and Cotton
woven checks
• Registered TM's

White and Pastels In Sizes 8-20

Ole
Used
Main

Say, I Saw It In
The News Shopper

EDA Loan To
Help Finance
Murray Plant

20,000BT

WASHINGTON, D. C.
—Approval of a $4.5 million Economic Development AdmintS.
trat ion loan to help finance a
proposed $11,880,000 electronics
plant in Murray was announced
today by First District Rep.
Frank Albert Stubblefield.

EMERSON
aUIET KOOL
AIR-CONDITIONER

The new factory, expected to
be under construction late this
year, would employ 175 persons
initially. Another 85 workers
would be added within four
years, according to plans.

Cools Your
Whole House„,

The plant will produce elec-trodes and anodes used in elec-'
trical furnances in the steel,
chemical and glass industries.
Rep. Stubblefield said.

I.

The congressman said the
'EDA loan was approved on the
j basis of a high unemployment
Irate in Calloway County. He
said the county last year had a
11.4 per cent unemployment rate,
almost three times the national
average of 3.9 per cent.

Terms Available
Radisdad Saduarteeo
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

The EDA loan will be repaid
over a 17-year period at an Interest rate of 4.58 per cent.
In addition to the government
loan, the Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation is providing $125,000 in loan money.
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Pair Arrested
In Connection
With Stabbing
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Two persons have been arrested
in connection with the stabbing
of James Neal about 9 p.m
Thursday on Gobo Road.
Sheriff Wayne Carr says Lee
Maynard has been charged with
malicious stabbing with intent to
kill, while Mrs. Lucille Neal,
Neal's estranged wife, has been
charged with carrying a concealed deadly weapon.
Neal told officers his estranged wife shot at him several
times.
Maynard and Mrs. Neal are
free on $2,000 bond each.

/rye got a red 11
/
2.ton (Ford truck,
a 1962 model, that is ready to go
to the field and &tart hauling
x crnp nin yo:i ne-il Iv

1

i Ken-Teaa Auto Salesj
...(................

PRICED JUST RIGHT!
43 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
63 PONTIAC Catalina 4-dr. sedan; power steering and
brakes
43 CHEVROLET, 6-cly., Sharp.
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
60 FORD 4-door sedan
59 FORD /
1
2-ton pickup, 6-cyl;
good condition
58 VOLKSWAGEN Van, good
condition
34 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
56 FORD /
1
2-ton pickup,
good condition
55 CHEVROLET
ton Pickup
20-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
North bypass; Ky. side

FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466

WITH YOU

RA

1

FULTON. KENT..CKY

THE NEWS =

MURRAY, Ky.,
— "The whole town is tickled to
death."
These were the words of a Chamber of Commerce official
today in telling of the reaction if the approval of a loan to help
finance a proposed $11,880,000 tlectronics plant near here.
James Johnson, executive'
secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, said construction work at the site for a plant
for General Carbon and Graphite Co. could start within 30-45
days.
The plant will employ approximately 175 persons in the
beginning and another 65 persons would be hired within a
period of four years, according
to an announcement made late
Friday by U. S. Rep. Frank A.
Stubblefield in Washington.
The loan, announced by Stubblefield, amounts to $4.5 million
and will come from the Economic Development Administration.
Johnson said the decision of
General Carbon to locate here
was the result of a long effort
conducted by the Chamber of
Commerce and the Murray-Calloway Industrial Foundation.
The groups, about six years
ago, began a strong program to
improve facilities in order to be
able to attract more industry,
Johnson said.
Johnson said the EDA loan
was the largest to be approved
by the agency under its new
regulations. The local application was filed with the EDA before EDA had found time to revise its own forms for such procedures when new negotiations
went into operation about two
years ago, Johnson said.
The plant will produce electrodes and anodes used in electrical furnances in the steel,
chemical and glass industries,
Rep. Stubblefield said.
The congressman said the
EDA loan was approved on the
!basis of a high unemployment
rate in Calloway County. He
said the county last year had a
11.4 per cent unemployment rate,
almost three times the national
average of 3.9 per cent.
The EDA loan will be repaid
over a 17-year period at an interest rate of 1.58 per cent.
In addition to the government
loan, the Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation is providing $125,000 in loan money.
General Carbon is half owned
by Gulf Sulphur Corp. of Houston, Tex.
General Carbon will be located near the site of the proposed
Eli Lilly Corp. plant. Lilly will
build on a 209-acre site about
two miles north of Murray.
Involved in the planning is
further engineering work, construction of a highway of a distance of about one mile, 2%
miles of railroad and the building of a waste disposal system.
Johnson paid tribute to Max
Hurt, president of the foundation, and Glenn Doran, of the
chamber's industrial committee,
for their work on the two-plant
project.

Titanium Pure Outside

White Paint
-Gallon
IWllJ

'‘s

2
Bucket.
Only

$4.99

Music Workshop Set
At Murray University
MURRAY, Ky.—A music consultant from a publishing company and two teachers from the
Detroit area will conduct an
elementary-music workshop
Thursday and Friday at Murray
te University.
The workshop in the student
union ballroom is sponsored by
the -elementary music section of
the First District Education Association. Mrs. Joan Bowker of

Breathitt Cites Uses
Of Educational TV
LEXINGTON
— Gov. could be used to broadcast speEdward T. Breathitt says Ken- cial programs for pre-achool
tucky's Educational -Television children, as well as special lectures for college students and
Network's primary function will
programs for professional peobe to program for the classple.
room, though he cites many
He said other uses might inother possible uses.
The governor spoke Wednes- clude public service programs
day at the laying of the corner- by departments of state governstone for KETV's production ment and programs to reach
center, now under construction illiterates in their homes.
near the University of Kentucky. The network is scheduled Approximately half of N e w
to go on the air in September, York City's residents were born
1968.
abroad or are first generation
Breathitt said the system also Americans.

Miss Flannary
Succumbs
NiLs Sarah Ilamiary, colorful Union City woman who over a
long career engaged in business
and politics and who always was
ready to state her positive views
on any subject, died this morning
at 3 at the Jackson-Madison
Count) Hospital in Jackson. She
was in her 80s.
Services will be conducted
Tuesday afterrvaton at 2 in the
Memorial Chapel of White-Ran, son Funeral Home with the Rev.
J. David Kidwell officiating. Burial will he in East View Cemetery.
Miss Fianna ry made her home
at 620 North Second street and
owned farm land on the Jordan
highway near Sherwood Hills.
At one time she operated a
millinery shop where
Evan's
Drug Store Gift Shop is now lo- ate.d.
She ran unsuccessful races
twice for the office of Obion
County Register and once opposed Rep. Robert A. Everett
for Congress.
Miss Flannery was horn in
Humphrey County, the daughter
of the late Isaac Flannery and
Margaret Johnson Flannery.
She is survived by a sister,
Mrs. E, C, Freeman of Oklahoma City, Okla. and a number
of nieces and nephews.
Her.
brother, Isaac Edward Flannery,
with whom she made tier home,
died in 1963.

Light Bulbs Appear
In McKellar Lake
MEMPHIS
— Memphis
waterfront officials are investigating an unusual type ol:Polluton which flooded McKellar
Lake Sunday.
Thousands of brightly eolored
light bulbs floated into the lake
—ranging in size from large
Christmas tree bulbs to tiny
ones for electronic equipment,
"I would
say, conservatively, that there are at least
20,000 of them," commented Ed
Landers, waterfront director.
The manager of a local lamp
plant promised an investigation.

(Re-usable Bucket)
Rediroad 5.tiatarste Ct.
Zak.at Fulton, Kr.

Of interest to Homemakers

'
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Murray Joyful
Over News
Of New Plant

icmc-s..pg !I;c!.4.4: this

On the Rhine, a black flag
with an oak-leaf design flying
over a barge indicates the captain's wife has died. No unmarried woman is permitted aboard
until the last shred of the pen'rant has blown away.

week. oil'
.

the Murray city schools is chairman of the section.
Mrs. Bowker said this is the
section's first summer workshop and she hopes it will become an annual event. There is
no cost to participants.
The Thursday sessions will be
1% hours each, beginning at
9:45 a.m. and 1 p.m. Friday's
sessions will be for two hours.
beginning at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m..
Lew Wallace of the American,
Book Co. will be the instructor
on Thursday. He will present an
overview of music in the elementary school.
Mr. and Mrs. Ali/ White of
Detroit will be discussion leaders at- Friday's meetings. They
will discuss creativity in music,
music listening lessons, developing an elementary choir program, and teaching music readmg.
Mrs. White is director of
music education in the Oak Park
School District in Detroit while
Mr. White is with Ferndale Elementary School.
"It is hoped that this workshop will serve the needs of the
elementary classroom teacher
and the music teacher, and that
both groups will avail themselves of the opportunity to attend," Mr. Bowker said.

Watch Out
For The
'Stripers'

An art workshop for elementary teachers also is scheduled
at Murray State Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.

There are 31 moons in all within our solar system. Earth has
only one, but many Planets have
multiple moons. Jupiter wins top
honors with a total of 12 moons.

Go Smartly
Casual in refresh

Crisply Restored
by

Our

Profes-

sional

Dry
Cleaning

1-Hour Cleaning!
1-Day Shirt Service
DRIVE•IN WINDOW SERVICE

HAPPY DAY

Nere..••••••
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE
S. Fulton
201 W. St. Line
Phone: 479.9079

PICKUPS
1963

CHEVROLET pick P;
short wide bed, 6-cyl.,
straight shift, Ky. tags;
black is the color $875.00
1961 CHEVROLET pickup,
short narrow bed with cattle racks, 6-cyl., red, • local truck traded in on now
Choy. pickup; Ky. tags
$675.00
1958 CHEVROLET pickup,
ton, 4-speed, 6 cyl.; block,
cattle racks, Ky. tags;
traded in on new Chevrolet
truck;, local truck 9475.09
1957 CHEVROLET pickup,
short narrow bed, red, Ky.
tags
$450.00

— KenFRANKFORT
tucky motorists meeting up with
"stripers" this summer were
offered several suggestions on
how to cope safely with the highway disruption.
The State Highway Department will be painting 12,000
miles of stripes and the action
could cause some consternation
among motorists.
In any event:
Drivers meeting an escort
truck ahead of the striping machine should move as far right
on the driving lane as possible,
maybe onto the shoulder of a
narrow road.
Drivers approaching the striping machine from behind will
find on it a sign telling what
traffic pattern to follow to pass
the machine.
Drivers also were cautioned to
avoid driving over the lines
while the paint still is wet, destroying their safety value.

Reg. 39c Children's

BOXER SHORTS

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466

SEE us for your picnic
and Sporting
Needs.

On Murray State
Roll Of Honor
MURRAY, Ky. -- Two Union
City girls are among a record
817 students, including 100 who
made straight A's, listed on the
Honor Roll at Murray State University for the spring semester,
according to Registrar Wilson
Gantt.
They are Kay Ruchtt, 1423
Pleasant Valley Road,and Brenda
Yates, 711 Lilac.
To qualify for the Honor Roll,
a student must make a 3.3(slightly better than a B) grade point
average, based on a system in
which each semester hour of'A'
earns four points, each hour of
'B' three points, and so on,

If This Bait Doesn't Catch
Bass, We'll Give You
Your Money Back!

$1.25

LEADER ATHLETIL Ili SPORTING GOODS

k

Saturday's Winning Number Is
D - 569-576
Miami Beach — Disneyland

San Fripicisco — Las Vegas

3 CAREFREE DA YS
FOR TWO

JUST ARRIVED!

With the compliments of

New Shipment of—
Diamonds— Tie TacksSummer Jewelry for
Women

OX—Pivtedeove
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.

at

218 E.Slat* Line

Phon• 472-1700

THE JEWEL BOX
In view of the fad that in the past four drawings

:
:

1962 CHEVROLET 4-door, 6-cyl., straight drive, solid white. A

e

f:

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.

WFULal

The General Carbon and Graphite Co. announced its intention
to build the plant last December.

— Fully Guaranteed
— Instant Mount Side
Panels

1966 PONTIAC
GTO
I-door
hardtop, bucket seats, console, automatic, large engine, new set of redline
tires; air-conditioned, power steering; beige with a
_black vinyl top. Local car
traded in on new Buick;
Ky tags.
1944 CHEVELLE SS 396, 4.
speed, bucket seats, console, new tires, bronze
with black vinyl top; Ky
tags, local car; 13,000
miles; real sharp.
1966 CHEVELLE 4.door sed•e
VS, automatic, white. Tenn
car; trade-in on new Choyells.
1966 CHEVY II Nova. 2•door,
hardtop, white out, red
trim
inside. 6-cylinder,
straight shift, good driv•
ing, economical car. New
tires.
1966 PONTIAC GTO 4-speed,
bucket seats, green. Trade
In on new Chevelle. Ten
'lessee title.
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu con•
v•rtible, 4.spiterd, VI, m••
roon In color; Tenn. title.
1965 C•rvair Monza Cony. 4.
speed, red and rid inside/
new car trade-in
11144 CHEVROLET Belair 6-cyl,
straight shift, white with
aqua top. Ky. tags; traded
in on new Chevelle.
1444 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door sedan, power and air. We
sold it new. Kentucky tag,
traded in on another new
Buick. Beige in color.
On• owner.
1964 BUICK Wildcat, 2-door,
hard top, red inside and
out, power and air. We
sold it new. Kentucky
tags, traded back on new
Buick. One owner.
1964 PLYMOUTH station wag.
on, 4-door; Ky, license:
brown; automatic transmission; air; trade.in on
new Buick.
1964 Chine Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky, Car,
1 owner
1943 MERCURY Monterey custom 4.door sedan, power
and air; local car; Tenn.
title; traded in on new
Buick; one-owner.
1163 PLYMOUTH
Fury V-8,
automatic, power steering.
Traded in on new Chevrolet. White in color.
1963 Fairlane SOO, 4.door se•
dart,
V-8,
Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1143 BUICK LeSebre, 4-door,
hard-top, power steering,
power brakes, automatic,
blue and white. One owner,
Kentucky car. We sold it
new, trade-in on 67 Wildcat,
1962 CHEVROLET Impala 2door hardtop V8, power.
glide, Tenn. tag; traded in
on new Buick.
1961 CHEVROLET 6-cyl,
straight shift, 4-door, Ky.
tags; traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1961 CHEVROLET II•cyl
straight shift, 2-door sedan. Traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1961 OLDSMOBILE power and
air, Gray, New car tradein. Ky. tags.

ALWAYS
IN TUNE

clean, local cur . . . priced to sell at

$795.00

:••••::.: 1964 FORD Galaxie 500, VS, automatic transmission; white with
:
vinal top. A sassy little number for the young couple.
Going this week for

$1395.00

4NiNKING MOTOR ,CO., 101 W. State Line'iMiiq
•

••

Phone 479 22711
• •

SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY
4 p. m. - 10 p. m.

SEE THESE AT

:
:

RAY'S
SANDWICH

we have had no winners claim their awards.

Pit Bar-Blue

STARTING THIS WEEK we are using a new

Custom Barbequing
at all times

method of registration: we will register your name
instead of giving you a number.

BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
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Solemnized June 10
The
FULTON, Ky.,
wedding vows of Miss Betty Malray and Bill Milliken were exchanged Saturday, June 10, at 2
p. m. at Sandy Branch Primitive
Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Malray
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill M. Milliken of
Camden, Tenn.
Elder Houston Patrick of Martin. Tenn., officiated at the
double-ring ceremony. The program of nuptikl music was presented by Miss Peggy Connell,
organist, and Miss Mary Elizabeth Fields, soloist.
The altar was adorned with an
arched candelabra in the center
and a. diagonal and a spiral
candelabra on each side, entwined with greenery holding
burning white tapers. These
were accented with baskets of
palm leaf and white gladioli,
which provided the background
for the white satin kneeling
bench trimmed with large white
roses. This accent was further
carried out with identical roses,
marking the family pews.
Mr. Matra y escorted his
daughter to the altar, where she
was given in marriage by both
parents. She wore a formal gown
of white crepe. White lace overlaid the fitted bodice and bellshaped, elbow length sleeves of
the empire dress. The dress
featured a scalloped neckline
and sleeves and a semi-fitted
A-line skirt. The detachable train
was secured with a crepe bow.
Her illusion shoulder length veil
was attached to a halo of lace
matching that of her dress. She
carried a bouquet of white roses
with lace streamers, strands of
pearls and lengths of fabric butterflies.
Miss Susie Malray served her
sister as maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Misses Mary Elizabeth Fields and Suzanne Rogers
of South Fulton, Tenn., and
Miss Carol Milliken, sister of the
groom, from Atlanta, Ga. Miss
Katie Malray, also a sister of
the bride, was junior bridesmaid. They wore light blue,
dotted Swiss empire dresses,
similar to that of the bride.
They were accented with picture
hats and mitts made of the
same fabric as We dresses.
They carried me tong Stemmed
white rose tied with a blue blossom bow. The bride designed
and created her wedding gown

Harper and Bob Page doubled
as acolytes and ushers.
Thomas Raines joined the
above groomsmen in honoring
their fraternity brother by serving as an usher. Mike Lamb
cousin of the bride, also served
as usher.
The mother of the bride chose
for her daughter's wedding an
azure dress with matching lace
over-blouse, accented with a hat
and shoes of azure lace.
The groom's mother was at
tired in a pink crepe dress with
a loose overlaid lace bodice.
She wore matching pink accessories. Both Mrs. Malray and
Mrs. Milliken wore corsages of
white roses.
Mrs. Clyde Fields was hostess
at the reception given on the
church lawn. The bride's table
was decorated for the occasion
with a linen tablecloth edged
with imported lace. An arrangement of blue hydrangeas complimented the wedding cake.
Roman columns extended the
four-tiers of the cake decorated
with white blossoms. White
doves holding symbolic rings
perched atop the cake.
Serving at the reception were
sorority sisters of the bride,
Misses Marilyn Counce of Savannah, Diane Watkins of McEwen, Marilyn Van Dyke of
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. Frank
Rushton of Martin, Tenn. Miss
Teresa Fields also assisted in
the serving. Mrs. Eddie Malray,
sister-in-law of the bride, presided at the register.
After a wedding trip, the
couple will reside on University
St. in Martin.
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NEW YORK — There are 31,088 windows to be cleaned in
New York City's Rockefeller
Center.

TRY SOME - You'll like It!

Hickory & Apple Smoked

SANDWICHES

PLATES

Mid-Town Barbecue
Fulton
West State Line
East Side E. W. James Lot
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ALL SEATS IN THE SHADE —
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•
Continuous Entertainment 10 A. M. to 11 P. N. •
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and also designed the gowns of
the attendants.
Mr. Milliken attended his son
as best man. Groomsmen included Charles McPeake, Ralph
Barnett, and Steve Smith. Jerry

FULTON, Ky..
Miss Joan Carter, bride-elect
of Eugene Haas, whose wedding
vows were pledged Saturday
morning at St. Edwards Church,
was entertained with a tea at the
home of Mrs. Fred Jolley on
Park Ave. Hostesses with Mrs.
Jolley were her daughter, Mrs.
Ernest Bostelman Jr., Lake Alfred, Fla., Mrs. Ladd Stokes and
Mrs. Seldon Reed.
Mrs. Bostelman a n d Mrs.
Stokes greeted guests with Miss
Carter and her mother, Mrs.
James Carter. Miss Carter wore
a yellow re-embroidered lace,
tent dress and Mrs. Carter wore
a sheath of white voile. The
bride-elect wore a corsage of
talisman roses and her mother,
one of white summer blossoms.
The honoree was presented a
gift from the hostesses.
The tea table was draped with
an Italian cutwork cloth and
centered with a silver bowl of
roses. Mrs. Reed presided at
the punch bowl. Assisting in
serving was Mrs. Bill Gray.
Approximately 40 guests called
during the appointed hours.

Martin, Tenn. I

Phillip
Fulton

• 4`

10-Year Warranty On Transmission

$109.95 wA

Arid swim
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Mattress and Box Springs
$39.95
2-Piece Sofa Bed Suite
(Yinelle Covers)

From -$69.95
8,500 Cooleraior
Air Conditioner
169.95

iv
22,500 Coolerator
Air Conditioner,Installed
$299.95

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
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Phillippine Visitor On Taylor Farm In
Fulton County Admires IH Equipment
Antonio Santos, a native of the
southern •Phillippines, begins the
second of a three-week visit in Fulton County this week with his
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Taylor
in the Crutchfield area.
"Tony", a personable young roan
of 26, speaks fluent English as well
as his rrotive Spanish, is well-educated and already a young leader
in his province at home, whose
capital city is Davao. (Davao,
Tony points out—'and most WW2
Navy men serving in the Pacific
will recall, was a principal base of
operations for the famous PT
boats, including President Kennedy's PT-109).
Tony's summer trip to the U. S..
was awarded him by the International Farm Youth Exchange program. All of his traveling expenses
while in this country are being paid
by the International Harvester
Company.
Tony arrived at the spacious and
well-kept Taylor farm last week.

and discovered that his hosts are
large-scale users of International
Harvester equipment in their operations. His three-week visit with the
Taylor family includes daily field
w..rk in helping with harvesting,
planting and other jobs utilizing I-H
equipment, all of which is new to
him since he is a rice farmer and
at his 60-acre farm near Davao
use., practically no mechanized
equipment at all.
"Our farming ways in my country are very primitive compared
to yours in this country", Tony
says,. "We still depend on the individual, with a caribou and a
crude plow, to do most of our cultivatica. Part of my time at home is
spent in going to the villages in
my province, showinethe farmers
there some of the more modern
and labor-saving tools that they
shculd be using to improve their
crops and increase their income, as
well as the use of insecticides and
better strains of seed for higher

productivity. In my country we are
making good farm progress, but
we have a long way to go before

me become as modern and big scale as you in the U. S. I have
always hoped that one day I would
be able to visit your country and
see for myself how you live and
how you farm your own craps."
At the Taylor farm, Tony is having :he opportunity to see the giant
International Harvester 303 combine in action, along wi'h the 706
gas tractor and its 5 plows.

Comely Of Errors

Fulton, Ky.
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CHATTANGOGA, Tenn
—Burglars who broke into the
Chattanooga High School battered a hole in the school safe only
to find it was unlocked and empty. They then ripped a coin telephone from the wall but did not
take the coins it contained. They
then broke open three soft drink
machines only to find that none
of them contained any coin s.
School officials had just installed
a burglar alarm, but it hadn't
been lurked up yet.

Three Memlers Of
Family Electrocuted
ARLINGTON, Tex.
Daniel T. Poston, 31, his wife
and their son Danny, 10, were
electrocuted while installing an
amateur radio antenna.
It brushed against a power
line carrying 72,000 volts.
Danny's friend Johnny Kelly,
11, who was in the back yard,
said Poston and Danny were in
a tree and Mrs. Poston was on
the ground with her hands on
the base of the antenna Thursday when she screamed.
"A bolt of flame came down
the wires back of the tree,"
Johnny said.

"Tone" Santos gots the "her of the wheel of. Parrnall 106
tractor at the Roy M. Taylor farm.

"I'll bet the world's problems wouldn't drag on and on
if we had THEM at the United Nations!"

*

EAT SAVINGS
Orion Winstead, menager of the Paul Nailling Implement
Company of Fulton, explains some of the workings of the giant 303
combine to "Tony" Santos (right) while wheat harvesting was underway on the Roy Taylor farm last week. Combine has 13-foot
header and this is Its first sii•son for wheat, having been bought
for soybean harvesting last fall. Owner and host Rey M. Taylor is
at left. He is the son of Roy D. Taylor of Fulton.

SEAMLESS
WOMEN'S COTTON

Acetate Tricot

Dusfers

PANTIES

NYLONS
Slight irriegs. of Nationally Advertised
$1 "Better Grade"
Nylons. Sorry! only
6 pairs to a
customer.

Bettor quality. Elastic at
legs and waist. Smooth
fitting. Comfortable.

Pretty print cotton
dusters in the newest,
most fashionable fabrics and colors. Short
sleeve. Snap, zip, button fronts. No better

Women's
5-6-7

FOR

buy, anywhere!

Girls'
Sizes: S-M -L

Ladies

COMPARE AT $3

HALF SLIPS
Nylon-Dacron Polyester-Cotton crepe.
Shadow panel front.$
Lace trim. No-iron.
White and pastels.
Women's S-M-1..

F•r
Terrific Buy'

. 4 to

14

Baby Doll Pajama
Dainty lace and self-trims1
rip-dry Cottons
ool comfort
Prints
stripes
checks!

Savings Opportunity

••••:•:•:

MEN'S WHITE

MEN'S and BOYS'

SPORT SHIRTS

DECK SHOES

IMMENSE
VARIETY!

New look in canvas casuals . . with
'thickas' ribbed soh,
Tough canvas uppers.
6'/s-12.

Superb Selections ... Values!

ttrisneworanie
(Left to right, then up): Re; M. Taylor, Mrs. Taylor, son, Eddie
Taylor, daughter, Nancy Taylor, I-H representative Orion Winstead and "Tony" Santos (in the cab) pause for a smiling photo on
the 303 combine on the Taylor form hi the Crutchfield cornmonfty.

**********1131******************11

Don't Kill Flies!

BOYS' 8- 1 8: Plaids and solids in
combed caftan. Oxfords with button-down collar. Broadcloth with
Hi-boy collar. All short sleeve.
•
BOYS' 6-16: Tremendous savings
in 65% Dacron Polyester, 35%
combed cotton. Short sleeve. White
or blue.
•
MEN'S 5-M-L: Short sleeve shirts
in latest colors, smartest prints and
patterns. Perfect for work or leisure.

EASY

Terrific
Values!

CREDIT
TERMS

GIRLS' 100% COTTON

PERMANENT PRESS

Nassau SHORTS

DRESS SHIRTS

Nassau length shorts of Cotton Cord, Seersucker, Twill or
Cross Dye. Al) 100% Cotten.
Sins: 7-14.

No-Iron Nylon Tricot in blue or

*

white. Short sleeve with regular

spread collar. Sizes: 1 41
/
4-1 7.

\SAVE $
MORE

•

Prevent them with

F•r

STOCKADE

PLASTIC, ZIPPERED

ca
=gum

Just keep STOCKADE'S BAD-FLY blocks be*
fore your cattle and as they
oat. the special ingredient
passes throngls the digestive
eyst•m . .. .`clestroys horn
and face fly larvae on las
Found where they breed.
before they ever reach the fly
star. DON'T KILL FLIES
..Prevent them! Como la
and ask for details.

BROWDER MILLING CO. INC.:
Fulton, Ky.

Phono 472-1300

PRINTED TERRY KITCHEN

:PILLOW COVERS TOWELS
Many patterns and
colors in practical,
absorbent cotton
Terry.

• Non-Allergenic
• rersinrotion Proof
• Fits standard pillows

•••
••••
• 0...

FOR

••••

Floral printed and solid tone
plastic materials.

P.N.H. IR

OPEN A
ACCOUNT
CHARG.E_ _._.
TODAY

•-••••
Vie

•

307 Broadway
South Futter*
Open 11:31 to CM Me - TWO'
0:30 to 3:11111 Pri. • Sot.

•••
•••
.11r.

•••
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Fossils Found in Kentucky May Hold Clue to the Glaciers
By HAROLD M. SCHMECK Jr.
Special tom. New Tort Tim,.

WASHINGTON, June 20 --Four Ice Age relatives of the
modern pig huddled together
17,000 years or more ago tor
shelter against the cold Arctic
wind and blowing dust of what
is now Kentucky's Fulton
County.
Their bones, still huddled in
the same formation-snout of
one under the body of the one
last
unearthed
ahead--were
month by scientists of the
Geological
States
United
Survey.
The bones have been brought
to the Geological Survey's offices at the Smithsonian Institution here, where they are being studied by Dr. Frank C.
Whitmore, a specialist in vertebrate paleontology.
He said the fossils were
particularly good specimens and
that their probable Importance
was further enhanced by their
location. The bones were found
at the line of demarcation between two geologic strata.
Attempts will be made to find
the age of the bones by analyzing their radioactive carbon
content. If iuccessful, this
should help geologists determine
the ages of the two strata, Dr.
Whitmore said.
Ranged Farther North
An announcement today from
the Geologic Survey of the Department of Interior said the
find could provide useful information on the glacial history
of the continent and also add to
knowledge of prehistoric mammals of the Americas.
The fossil bones are those of
peccaries, piglike manunals native to the Western Hemisphere.
The modern species are found
from Argentina to Texas, but
their Ice Age relatives seem

MO

_ ,cloe•••_. _ZS
TENNESSEE

`6

VIE

June ?I. 1967

The seer York Times

Ice Age bones discovered
near Hkkman, Ky. (cross).

league, John Simms. The exposed bones were shellacked
and covered with plaster to
preserve them and they were
CS Deptitment of the Interior

Reconstructed skeleton of one of four peccaries found in
Fulton County, Kentucky. The well-preserved bones may
contribute to a better understanding of the ire Age.

to have been common
fahther north.

much

Dr. Whitmore said remains
of the animals have been found
as far north as Troy, Pa., in
country that was probably desolate Arctic tundra when the
peccaries were alive.
In some of the earlier finds,
the animals were also found in
groups, evidently huddled together against the frigid wind
and blowing silt, the scientist
said. If this explanation of
their positions is correct, he said,
it might even give some clues

TWO MINUTES
WITH

w.
Pr""r
Peciwcah
ieeimppi It
ICEIWTOCK%_

BIBLE

BR CORNILIUS R. STAM
PRES.
BARRAN MCI SOCIITY
CHICAGO, 11.1/16013 60633

labels her paserves to stinguish
the different goodies she has put up
for the winter.
A friend asks: "Have you heard
The "gospel of the kingdom" and
a the gootl news?" and you reply:
the "gospel of the grace of God"
'What good news?" Naturally! All
are not the same, and certainly the
= good news is not the same. Vet
"gospel of the circumcision" and
kw people follow this procedure
the "gospel of the uncircumcision"
when they read in the Bible the
are not the same.
E77 phrase "the gospel"-which simply
When we come upon the phrase
= means "the good news." They have
"the gospel" without any qualifybeen taught that "the gospel is the
ing title, we should immediately
- gospel" and "there is only one gosLt.ask: "Which gospel?" and invaripel," but this is simply not so in
ably the context will provide the
the light of the Bible itself.
answer. Luke 9:6, for example,
God has not proclaimed only one
simply states that the twelve disgospel, one item of good news, down
ciples went aliout "preaching the
through the ages, but many. He
1 of the same
ljas qualihed)he wd::gospel"but Ve91.
xplains IMtheiard;WI
'tiost aza wo
distineertie

WHICH GOSPEL?

IT:

as to the wind patterns of that
ancient time.
At present it can only be estimated that the bones found in
Kentucky are between 17,000
and 40,000 years old. The radioactive dating process, however,
may be able to give an age
estimate that is much closer
to the exact truth.
The bones were discovered on
May 15 by a bulldozer operator,
John Henson, who was working
on a hillside near Hickman in
Fulton County. The find was
further uncovered by Warren
Finch of the Geological Survey
office in Paducah, and a colK NGsent t em "to preach
DOM OF GOD"--not the cross,
but the kingdom, since lie, the
King. was in their midst. These
disciples could not have engaged
in "the preaching of the cross," as
Paul later did, for it was not until
at least two years after that the
Lord "began" to tell them how He
must suffer and die (Matt. 16:21)
and then Peter "began to rebuke
Hint" (Ver. 22) and none of the
twelve even understood what He
was talking about (See Luke 18:34).
But whereas "the gospel of the
kingdom" had been committed to
the twelve while Christ was on
earth, "the preaching of the cross"
(as goo(' news) and "the gospel of
the grace of God" was later committed to the Apostle Paul and to
us (1 (or. 1:18; Acts 20:24).
Today we do not proclaim the
kingdom rights of Christ. Rather
we proclaim "redemption through
His blood, the forgiveness of sins,
according to the riches of His grace"

then removed, still embedded In
the dirt in which they lay.
The entire find, including the
bones of the tour animals, was
then shipped to Washington.
Mr.Finch described the bones
as "one of the most important
fossil finds in this part of the
country." He said the animals
must have been about three
feet long when alive. They
probably weighed about 50 or
60 pounds. They were buried
under about 65 feet of loess, an
earth deposit formed originally
from wind-blown dust and silt
that is common to Arctic
regions.

PRICES GOOD
JUNE 29T2',3012
AND JULY luck
JULY 3R--°,1967
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ream
Donut Shop

wHtbLE
LB.

212 COMMERCIAL AVE.
Exchange

(Across from

Furniture Company)
OPEN 5 AM - 7 PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS
WE CATER TO
Organizations and Parties I
A variety of cake and glazed

Syc;,,.,.up,
P, ...L.B..33g BROILERS
,
FRYER
BAcKS READS
CHICKENS
• • 49-19

CH tC. ii
Li
.
.

BactS and netleb,Lb.3

este

&vests made fresh daily.
PAY US A VISIT SOON!

A

SOUTHERN STATES ANNUAL PRE-INVENTORY -

*CLEARANCE SALE

4

IITTC

HURRY! ENDS FRIDAY, JUNE 30
CHEST FREEZERS
•

$169.00
15 cu. ft.
$199.00
19 Cu' ft.
$229.00
23 Cu' It,
$249.00
28 Cu- ft.
. 23 Cu. ft. upright - repossessed, like new ____ $199.00'
REFRIGERATORS
. 13 - All Frostless, no freezer
12.4 Coonventional Refrigerator

$239.00
$169.00

-

30" ELECTRIC RANGE

15.5 cu. ft. Frostless Refrigerator
16.3 Cu' ft. All Frostless - Deluxe
16.3 Cu. ft. All Frostless
19.1 cu. ft. Side-by-Side, 32", All Frostless
22.1 cu. ft. Side-by-Side, 35", All Frostless, ice-maker

$225.00
$295.00
$275.00
$399.00
$477.00

$139.00

ROTO TILLERS (Close-out models)
3 HP Statesman .
4 HP Statesman, reversible
3 HP Unico
5 HP Unico
RIDING MOWERS
3T HP
4 HP
5 HP

$129.00
$179.00
$239.00

$ 99.00
$119.00
_ $109.00
$139.00

We Also Have A Few :
Push Mowers
•••

Installation Extra - We Install
52 gal. Glass-lined (2, 4500-watt elements) _ _
30 gal.(Gas) glass, 10-yr. warranty (36,000 BTU) __ _
40 gal.(Gas) glass, 10-yr. warranty (443,000 BTU)
_
(Table-top electric)
40 gal.

Monthly Terms
Crop-Time Terms
Up To 3 Years
Farmers Conversion Plan

$64.95
$52.50
$69.95
$79.95

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
N fliAI

I
r
AVE.SOUTHH

CAKE OO OOOO............ A,.E
02 •• •
1°9 LEMONADE •..

0.
0 Ci fb.:s

:
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4-24°2'

COLONIAL SUMR.1
PLYMOUTH EGGS.i
"Ti
SUE
TIS
N
KREattNLI
%um watt $15°P Puntkam.
93tt

2 Portable Dishwashers, Formica tops, Reg. $205.00 - Sale $160.00
WATER HEATERS

e)
d'

0

_

COMBINATIONS

ASK About Warranty
and 10-year
Protection Plan!
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BREAD

NECK BONES:o.R.K..

r

Ul roN

CAN Dyk......,,,00°

.194 RNUT BUTTERr. 4
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BOAT
(0 Fog.

PORKAIIEANI
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THIS
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THE BRAND THAT MAKES US

SWIFT'S
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1 51 CUTS
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Miss Freeman
Honored,With
Bridal Party

Hitchcock-Wyatt
Vows Are Said
At Buechel

Miss McAdoo Is Bride
OfJerni Wayne Bethel

— Mr.
FULTON, Ky., ,
and Mrs. Robert Graham have
returned from Louisville, where
they attended the wedding of
their granddaughter, Miss Dee
Ann Hitchcock, and James
Wyatt, at Beuchel Methodist
Church.
Following the reception at
Wildwood Country Club, Mr.
and Mrs. Wyatt left by chartered plane for a wedding trip
to Nassau.
Other relatives from Fulton
attending the wedding were Mr.
and Mrs. Lawson Roper, Miss
Ann Ray Maddox, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Graham, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Browder, Miss Jen Ray
Browder and Tom Browder,
and Mrs. Don Campbell of
Charlevoix, Mich.

FULTON, Ky.,
Mesdames Alex Leneave, J. H.
Patterson, Frank Wiggins,
Grady Varden, L. G. Veneklasen and James Warren were
in Martin, Tenn., to attend a
luncheon given by Mrs. J.
Howard Smith in honor of Miss
Suzanne Freeman, bride-elect
of William Alexander Leneave

For the occasion Miss Freeman wore a turquoise sheath
accented by a carnation corsage. An electric coffee maker
was her gift from the hostess.
Other guests were Mrs. Wade
Freeman, Mrs. 0, J. Hoffman,
Miss Martha Freeman, all of
Martin; Mrs. Willis Wilson of
Mayfield and Mrs. William H.
Darden of t".ton. N. M.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 29, 1967

Mulled wine tastes wonderful
on a cool rainy night -- especially if you serve it to guests
gathered around the wood-burning
fireplace! To make the wine,
simply heat dry red wine with
sugar to taste and a bag of cinnanion sticks, cloves and blades
of mace.

THE GIRLS

Sugar Art
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
—Reggie Burwood, master
confectioner, has created a sugar
replica of a church in Suffolk,
England, as he remembers it
from his youth there.
The model is made of gum
paste and royal icing, a mixture
of egg whites and sugar, over a
styrofoam frame. Burwood, who
finds sugar art a chanlienge, estimates he spent more than 30
hours on the project.

By Franklin Foigerr

The buffet table was laid
with an imported cloth of white
lace and embroidered linen,
and was decorated with an arrangement of white flowers
and wedding bells. Roses and
gladioli were used in the living room, where tables for four
were placed. Place-cards were
in the bridal motif.

TABLETOPGARDEN
You can 'Inexpensively
decorate a tabletop in foyer or
living room with a pot plant
garden. Simply line a tray with
Pebbles, and set a few claypotted plants on top. If you keep
the pebble layer watered. Plants
will be assured needed humidity,
and you'll be assured an attractive conversation piece.

Jayceettes To Pick
Miss West Kentucky
CALVERT CITY, Ky.,
— Miss Western Kentucky
will be selected at the North Marshall High School gymnasium
in a beauty contest Thursday. July 6.
The contest, sponsored by the Calvert City Jayceettes,
will start at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Jean Stevnann and Mn. Janke Sweeney are co-chairmen of the event, which is being held for the fourth time.
The contest Is part of the Calvert City JCC Fish Fry at
the Civic Center here. Fish will be served on July 7 and 8. A
variety of entertainment has been planned for the whole family.
Any girl wishing to enter may write Mrs. Sue GWespie of
Calvert City or call 315-2771.
1r
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FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for mature young
P•oPler
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for goiner•I audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unaccompanied

so

alb
. . Nobody has guessed
terribly disappointed
I'm Cinderella yet."

"NCA" rating for Whines an
no classification Is
which
available.

1

PIANO or ORG
FORE YOU BUY
$10.00 per month,
plied to purchase buy. Lessons avai
nation Call MRS.
472-2405 in Fulton
Jackson, Tenn.
REEK
with Slender-X in
gum form. Nov
s.OUTIISIDE DRI

FOR!
Used living room

Used bodroom su
sod gas r•nges
Used apartment rang**
Used refrigsrators

ALL STOVES Al
ATORS GUAR/
36 TO 11

•

Now 1 x 12 rugs
3 Untd kitchen ea
4 Used chifferebisi
Used breakfast re
Used dining room

G

TWENTY REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

MR. ANP MRS. JESRY RAYNE BETHEL

SOMETHING
OR
A SERVICE 1
If you knocked
the Fulton trade
for th• next year
same numbe
read this page Or

(Photo by Garde,. Studio)
Miss Cynthia Sue McAdoo and Jerry Wayne Bethel were married
Thursday afternoon, June 22, at 4 o'clock in the Chapel of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church with the Rev. Scott W. Johnson
officiating.
The bride is the daughter of Gene C. McAdoo and Mrs. Calvin
W. Moss of Union City and granddaughter of Mr. arid Mrs. Lewis H.
McAdoo and Dr. and Mrs. E.
McCall Morris of Union City.
bordered with silk organza also
Given in marriage by her
featured the daisy applique and
brother, Stephen Morris
her veil, gathered onto a band
McAdoo, the bride wore an empire
accent with clusters of miniature
gown of white silk organza crepe,
daisies, was highlighted with
the bodice of net appliqued with
sparkle.
Lovely fresh white daisies
daisies. Her floor length train
were chosen as the central theme
of decoration throughout the wedding.
Miss Marilyn Kaye Bennett
served as maid of honor and
David Paul Potter was best man.
Miss Bennett was wearing a
lovely blue crepe fitted sheath
Now •• Thru Sat.
with matching blue shoes, her
BIG DOUBLE HIT
headpiece was a blue net demi" RETURN OF
veil topped with a blue bow, and
she carried a daisy bouquet acTHE SEVEN"
satin
cented with deep blue
Yul Brynner, Julian Mateos,
[
streamers.
a
ceremony
the
Fuller
Following
and Robert
reception was held at the home of
"THE RUSSIANS ARE
the bride.
COMING"
A recent graduate of Union
Jonathan Winters, Brian
City High School, the bride also
attended Bob Jones Academy at
Keith, and Eva Marie Saint
Greenville, S. C., for one and a
half years.
Sun. - Thru - Wed.
Mr. Bethel, a graduate of
July 2, 3, 4, 5
Union City High School, served
Security
in the United States
—The Glass Bottom
Agency for three years. He atFreed Hardeman Coltended
Boat
lege and the University of Tennessee at Martin. He presently
Is employed by KT Distributors.
-- Starring —
The bridegroom is the son
of
Bethel
of Mrs. Fanchon
Doris Day, Rod Taylor,
Union City and Lawrence Bethel
of Chicago and the grandson of
of
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Mayo
Arthur Godfrey
Union City and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Bethel of Paris.

Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.

GENERAL E3 ELECTRIC

FOR

GOOD
FURNITU

Exchange r

RAT COMM.!
(On Martin
Easy Tams —

AIR CONDITIONER

1

Cage Blower for
1 Squirrel
Super-Quiet Cooling

Exclusive 100% Weather 11
seal keeps out cold
winter air.

Low Cost Cooling!
Rust Proof Case!

Exclusive Rotary Compressor means less vibration &
noise.

I

Ten position thermostat
3 for
a setting to suit your

Complete wrap around
case for sturdy construction

Five Year Warranty on
motor compressor and
entire coil system. No
extra cost for this

needs

A

Two speed blower to give
lt you whisper quiet cooling

Washable Filter for
economy of operation

Fashionette Air Conditioner
•5000 BTU/Hr.Cooling Capacity•Dnramold
case made of GE LEXA/s10. Weathers
elements— can't rust ever! •lightweight
for easy installation
• Efficient bedroom
cooling •
operation
SimplifiedQuiet
controls

I t Exclusive spine-fin coils
means 50% greater
efficiency

Safety drain feature
eliminates dripping in
your house

$119•95

121
13

911114
14
41/1/*
I,

:Dept. at Min I.

-aides tea
Capital Amex lb

Fraelifart.Ity 401

NOW SHOWING

FOR 7 - B-I-G DAYS!

16

CHARLES K FELDMAN'S

CASINO
ROYALE

Plass* seed. ml
information On

$5.44 Per Mo.

and

Exclusive spine fin coils
have 60 fewer solder joints

No-oxide grease used
on all welds eliminates
rusting

16

shrine;

Name
Address

City

Clef
7 Permanently lubricated fan

1

1 motor never needs oiling

IS TOO MUCH...
FOR ONE JAMES BOND!

18

Exclusive spine fin soils
for extra high moisture
removal

1

Exclusive Aluminum
Back grill reflects suns
rays, protects coils and
will not rust

G. E. motor compressor
has high power factor
for lower operating cost

171
18

1 n Exclusive air directors
.7 allows air to be directed
five ways

(Amy)

18,000 BTU
Reg. $319.95 less $10 Bonus
YOU PAY

SEE
THE NEW
JAMES BOND MOVIE!

in Adjustable mounting
I. allows unit to be installed flush with window inside.

•
PC

PANAVISIOVTECHNICOLOR.
A COLUMBIA PICT URES RELEAa —

$29995
or $15.80 Per Mo.
COME IN TODAY & SAVE

Decorator Color
Blends with any decor

No extra charge for
delivery or warranty

..

201

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.

208 LAKE STREET

amid a tr

swaying palm
and clear blu
Spacious, col(
atcommodatic
friendly hospi
and a multitu
outstanding ft
103eautiful "R
1:Private whit
0
:Freshwater

'Shuffleboard
- Free TV
4.
•24-hr. Phone

V facilities '
PO% Air-Conc
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OUR EYES AFTER 40

Paraguay Man, 24, Works With Scouts

Dr. Newton K. Wesley
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SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
knocked
you
If
on 17 doors in
he Fulton trade area every day,
year,
next
you will visit
for the
the same number of homes as
page
this
every week.
read

WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS looking for real estate in this area. If
PIANO or ORGAN - TRY BE- you want to sell propertty, call or
FORE YOU BUY- Rent as low as see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
$10.00 per month. All money ap- Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
plied to purchase -No obligation to
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
buy. Lessons available. For Information Call MRS. L. C. LOGAN Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
472-2405 in Fulton or JACO'S in etc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG - 479-2262,
Jackson, Term.
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form, Now available .at
soUTHSIDE DRUG

$e

FOR SALE

shire young
PooPitt
al audience
draw% unacpictures on
Niceties% Is.

your

SAVE YOUR TIRES, make
car drive better with expert wheel
alignment at Scales Tire Service.
l'hone 472-3531 for appointrrtgqt, or
just drive in.

Used living room suites
sed bedroom suites

$11.50 up
$32.50 up
sad gas ranges
$22.50 up
Used spa Finset* - sine gas
rang.'
$49.50 up
Illsed refrigerators
up

$32.50

ALL STOVES AND REFRIGERATORS GUARANTEED FOR
30 TO 90 DAYS

Newt x 12 roes
$3.02
3 Used kitchen cabinets MA up
$10.00 op
4 Used chifferobas
Used breakfast room suites $7.50 up
$49.54
Used Arany room sults

FOR

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
Kenmore gas rang*,
lik• now
Gibson refrigerator. like $49.55
new
95.00
Vinyl living room suite,
2-Piece
Dinette suite
New Maple Bedstead (save
.$
$2105 7
)
$40.00
Tappan gas rang*,
$35.00
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 y•rd, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric stove,
like new,
598.88
Living room suite
Com• in and browse around;w
$1 7
have lots of bargains not adver•
timid!

WADE'S USED
F often

GOOD CLEAN USED
FURNITURE SEE:

Furniture Store
Phone 4113421

Exchange Furniture Co.

FOR SALE:

207 Commercial Avenue
(On Martin Highway)
Easy Terms

-

Free Delivery

Nice yellow free-stone
peaches. Pick your own
at $2.50 per bushel. Bring
your own container. 600
trees now ready. Located
seven miles from Fulton
on the Fulton-Unior City
Highway. Turn right at
Drive-In Theatre.

Flippea's Peach Farm
Phone 885-2529

2
13

Explore
Killacky
Parks
sidallof
iteittucky

DOES YOUR
CAR BURN
TOO MUCH

ft
I

After we reach the age of 40,
most of us must wear giasses or
contact lenses to help our eyes
focus correctly. In many cases,
bifocals are necessary.
Once we face this fact, the
thing to do is to visit a reputable
eye doctor for a complete eye examination. Notice I said -complete." By that I
mean the health
of the eye should
he examined as
well as y oar ability to see. A
complete eye examination will
reveal the presence of an eye
Wesley
disease, and if
one is detected, proper treatint•nt
can prei-ent blindness.
The eye --,pee,alist you should
sec is an optometrist or an tphthalmologist. The optometrist cannot treat the eye, but if he finds
a disease, he will send you to an
ophthalmologist. Don't believe you
have had a complete eye examination if all you have been asked
to do is read a chart. This determines your ability to see, but has
nothing to do with the health of
your eyes.
By all means, don't buy a pair
of glasses you find displayed on
the counter of a store. Remember.
you are not qualified to determine
how well your vision is working.
If you are sick, you go to a doctor:
if your teeth ache, you go to a
dentist. You go to both for an
occasional check-up. Why not do
the same for your eyes?
Have your eyes examined soon!

'Fe Kentucky Lake Boy Scout
reservation is playing host for
the summer to Quintin Fernandez Ayala of Asuncion, Paraguay.
Ayala is in the United States
tinder the International Camp
Counselor's Exchange Program
which is a part of the International Student Exchange Program. He arrived in Miami June
2 and will remain in the United
States until the latter part of
August.
During his stay here, Ayala
will be working with boys and
leaders of the Four Rivers Council. He specializes in crafts and
games.
Ayala, 24, is a student at the
University of Asuncion and is a
graduate of the Science Institute
of Asuncion. He attended international events and jamborees in
Brazil in 1963 and the first PanAmerican Jamboree in Rio de
Janerio in 1965.
VISITOR--QuIntln Fernandez Ayala of AsunArm, Paraguay, is spending the summer
months at the Kentucky Lake Boy Scout
Reservation as a part of the International
Student Exchange Program. Shown with

Ayala speaks Spanish and
Portuguese but very little English.

WE WILL BE OPEN TILL 1 P.M•
TUESDAY JULY 4TH.
EVERY TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
IS DOUBLE STAMP DAY AT LIBERTY
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June 29th through Sat.
July 1st.
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NKs IBERT
DR
RY RS
COCOA COLA-PEPS1's-7UP-DR. PEPPER

TURNER'S & SEALTEST

IceCream

69

C

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quanities.

404>d,

a n,

Fryers
Fryers

Plus
Deposit

LB.

CUT UP TRAY PKG.

*am.

Ls's"

GRADE
WHOLE

GAL.

UIPTOHN
COW

SHOW

LB.

li

ILIMIT-3

LB.

MELROSE
SLICED RINDLESS

0

La.

DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLEGRAPEFRUIT

846CA°Nz.

L40
0

LIQUID

1464 Salt

QT.

BLEACH

FORE QUARTER
HIND QUARTER

BOTTLE

SOUTHERN BELLE
BUTT
SHANK
S
PORTION
PORTION

NO.
2 1/2
CAN

LB.63c

LB-

LB.

LB.

29c
39c

MO

680 salt 5BLABG• 230 Tiss 4ROLLS 290 PorkWITH
AjillX
ue
49c
4
,
C
5
A
o
N
z
.
FRANKS
$
1
1
•
VANILL
EXTRAC
A
T
---l
-.13c
A
78
Stew
c BOLOGNA
39t
JUNKET TABLETS cin 19c brute° 3
250 Cheese 61$ _
Meal 5B".SP Charcoal iB°AiGb- 6114 Tuna
2303 39„,
CornC
REAM
Preserves 880 Sauce
4114
V Roast
88*
590
250
PKG.
Suds GpLAKG.
TALL 150 ShoulderWHOLE
Milk
29c
„
PICAULLI
Oleo 2 83/6 sAmillibY
354
DRESSING 7.; 39c Lemonade 6-7•100 Lemons
Tea 41301(z 350 Napkins wpi(cGT: 100 Orange 66.z. 794 Bananas IN
15c
490
ALUMINUM FOIL
3 si Lope
III
.0..
me
394
•PIOS
s
MUSTARD
Potatoes ,,,A,N1104 Pears 8
Meat Pies 58pIlsz sl Potatoes 594
100 Catsup 3 $l Coffee
Soap
250
880 Rolls
HARDY ICE CREAM

PIT BAR -B-QUE

SOFTEE

GIA
P NT

AR OUR BEEF

$149
FREE BUNS
COUPON
LB.

soirmess aw E sKENLEss

AlcCORMICK

SHORTENING

The best used cars in
town are listed regularly in the columns
of this news paper!

:City

69c
33a

1 89
PORK BEANS
COtI PORK 580
00cSHOULDER FRESH
DRINK
'IC HAMS
PU
RE
X
PEACHES
5LB. 3c Goat
25c
HALF

DETERGENT

Why throw acioci money after bad? Step up
to • thoroughly reconditioned pleasure car
. . . one you'll drive
with pride for thousands of carefree miles!

enn,

COUNTRY SKILLET

BAR-B-QUED

I2
,
C
EZ
G:

LB.
CAN

=MITT

Please send, *WW1 asisarion,
Information on Kentucky's perks
.end shrines.

S

Fulton Hi-Way

Case of 14

HUNTS

putfw
Dot. of mile iaterostlee,
Sactlas Pea
Capital Aasaa Was..
Fronefirt, Ky. 48601

Ayala are James Hunter, J. C. Penney Co.
manager (left) and Douglas Edwards, president of the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council
(right). The Penney Co. Is a sponsor of the
exchange program.

A

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

LB.

7

MARTHA WHITE

CHUCK WAGON

OLD FASHIONED HOOP

DEL MONTE CHUNK

_

6 1C
/A
2Noz.

CRYSTAL BLACKBERRY
& STRAWBERRY 3-10 oz. jars

LB,

STYLE

SUPER

R
p
AIN
Ick
BO HAM
Ie
BUR
s
GER DELL

-

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
YELLOW

OPEN PIT BAR-B -QUE
18 OZ,
BOTTLE

CAN

LB,

AGAR CANNED
PIT BAR-B-QUED PORK

MISS DIXIE EVAPORATED

25

'
You
ll find your

BRAND
of vacation fun

at th•

DESERT
RAE!

8
9

LB. $
1

FORMAX8

YELLOW SOLID

MINUTE MAID

DE. JAR

THIN SKIN

DOZEN

LBS

SUNNY BROOK

CHARMIN

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN JUICE

GOLDEN RIPF

•

G..

LB.

cans

KAMER

CRISCO

MRS. SMITH'S CREAM

to IT.
24oz.ROL
L
bottle

VINE RIPENED JUMBO

114Z

EACH

. amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
accommodations.
fnendly hospitality,
end a multitude of
outstanding features. including• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT-for snacks or
• Private white sand Beach
meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool
• GOLDEN NUGGET-for cocktail
sippin'
•,Shuffleboard
• Free IV
• GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service
CLUB- -for hearty dining
STAMPEDE ROOM . . West Coast Florida's largest
1
.
turing
Nite Spot..feat
uring LENNY DEE. top Decca record.
ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly.

NI

facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
M)% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. Write ter co/04W brochure THE

DESERT
RANCH

"on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD

ST PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA

JAR

KOBEY SHOESTRING

REMARKABLE

MORTON'S

27
/2
CAN

PRINCESS DIAL

10 LP
BAG

$1

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

HUNTS

REG.
BAR

U.S. NO. 1 RED WASHED

6 oz.

BO
;
2n
TT7

JAR

LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
Coces-Pepsi's-7-Up-Dr. Pepper
50 Treasure Chest 50
50 Treasure Chest 50
DRINKS CASE OF 24 89C With coupon
Etamps
Stamps
and $10.00 With coupon and $5.00 pur.
With coupon and purchase of
22 oz. Bottle With coupon and purchase of 3
11:. AGAR
$11.09 Exc. Cig., Tob., & Dairy Products, Liquid CHIFFON
22 oz. bottle 49C
CANNED HAM 3 lb. can $2.99
VOID AFTER JULY 1, 1987
VOID AFTER JULY 1, 1967
VOID AFTER JULY 1, 1967

MISS LIBERTY BROWN & SERVE
PKG.
OF 12

LIBERTY COUPON
FREE - 1 pkg. BUNNY HAMBURGER
BUNS With coupon and purchase of one
pound PIT BAR-B- QUE PORK
lb. $1.49
_
VOID AFTER JULY 1, 1967

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 29, 1967

fl

GRADEB
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WHOLE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Franks 12-oz.pkg 39c
lb. 37c
Mutton
:Hams 3lb. can $2.99
lb. 49c
:Hams

FORE QUARTER
•

•CANNED

SHANK HALF

•REELFOOT SMOKED
•

3 PKGS.

GRADE A

WHOLE

REELFOOT 6-oz. Pkg. Assorted

Pork Shoulders lb.45c
lb. 43c
Mutton
Picnics 3lb. can $2.29
lb. 59c
Hams

99c Cut-Up Fryers lb. 33c
Lunch-Meal
lb. 69c
Sirloin Steak lb. 89c Chickens
lb. 79c Bar -(1-Pork lb. $1.25
Rib Steak
Sliced Bacon lb. 69c Hambur er lb. 39c •

HIND QUARTER

CANNED

REELFOOT SMOKED

BUTT HALF

BAR -Q

U. S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

GRADE A

REELFOOT HOUISER VALLEY

• .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..............
REELFOOT SMOKED 14 to 18 lbs.
REELFOOT SMOKED 6 to 8 lb.

HAMS wHou 55c PICNIC 39c
LI

CASE OF 24
Reg. or King-Size
With additional $5.00
Purchase Excluding
Milk & Tobacco Products. Limit I please

I

COKES OR PE
29c

•CREAM CHEESE
•
KRAFT

•

2 Gallon
1
/

49c

ORANGE JUICE

•CLEARFIELD

2 Lb. Box

79c

CHEESE SPREAD
CLEARFIELD AMERICAN
•

WONDER TWIN PACK

FROM OUR KITCHEN

* Ptin.ADELPHIA 8-os.

35c
POTATO SALAD 16-oz.
MACARONI SALAD 16-oz. ____ 49c
59c
APPLE SALAD 16-oz.
39c
FRUIT JELLO 16-oz.
CHEESE pineapple & cottage 16-oz. 59c

49c
PIMENTO SALAD 8-oz.
49c
BAKED BEANS 16-oz.
5k
CHICKEN SALAD 11-oz.
Lb. $1.69
BAKED HAM
59c
DEVILED EGGS 12 halves

ZESTEE SALAD

PARK LANE

POTATO, CHIPS

bag 39ct

100 COUNT
PAPER PLATES
SOFT -

- 60 PAK.

NAPKINS

79c•
•
10c•
•

ASSORTED FLAVORS

6 for 23c
BARS
1/2 iaI. 69c CANDY •••••••••••
39c ICE CREAM
qt.
DRESSING
49c
12-oz.
••
•••••••
•••••••••••
•••••••••••
•••••••••••
•••••••••••
4‘•••••••••

•CHEESE

U. S. No.I
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BELT - MORE CHIX FLAVORED
ICE COLD
VINE RIPENED
I JUMBO 27-SIZE
CANTALOPES
HUNT'S NO.2 CAN

each 39c
5 CANS

lb. 29c

TOMATOES
MORTON FRESH CUCUMBER Sweet Slices

WATERMELONS
SWEET - 10- LIQUID

LOAF 12-oz. 391
85c and up LUNCHEON,
21/2
COLONIAL

Lb. Jar

6-oz. 69c PEANUT BUTTER
99c•
22-oz. Jar 29c SWEETNER
•
LIPTON 6-oz.
LUZIANNE 6-oz.
•
IN
6 c•••
COFFEE
49c INSTANT•*********
-B-0 SAUCE •••••••••••
29c BAR•••••••••••
POTATOES whole new
• ••••••
•••••••••••
•••••••••••

•PORK and BEAN
•COLLINSWOOD 303 SIZE CAN

.
$1
00
2 For

PICKLES
MAULL'S 24-oz.

SHORTENINGRIC

••••••••••••••••
STORE HOURS:
o
8-8 Monday Thru Friday:
: Saturdays
•
9- 7 Sandays
•••••••••••••••

FULTON, TUNES=
•. 011TH

LB.
CAN

69

••••••••••••••••
•
:Last Week's Vacation Winne
• Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell. Fulton •
•
WINNER of Lady's Wrist Watch —
•
•
* Eunice Taylor, Central Ave.: So. Fulton t
.*••••••••••••••••7
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